AGENDA
STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD
NOTICE OF MEETING

* * * PUBLIC NOTICE * * *

STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD MEETING
DATE:    THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 2010
TIME:    8:30 AM
LOCATION: By Videoconference at the following locations:

State Contractors Board Offices
2310 CORPORATE CIRCLE    9670 GATEWAY DRIVE
SUITE 200    SUITE 100
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89074    RENO, NEVADA 89521

PLEASE NOTE: TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY AND AS AN ACCOMMODATION TO THE PARTIES INVOLVED, AGENDA ITEMS MAY BE TAKEN OUT OF ORDER.

NO CELL PHONES OR BEEPERS PLEASE!

** AGENDA **

1. Call to Order: - Kevin Burke, Chairman
   a. Pledge of Allegiance
   b. * Approval of Agenda with the Inclusion of any Emergency Items and Deletion of any Items
   c. * Unfinished Business
   d. * Future Agendas

2. * ADMINISTER OATH OF OFFICE TO NEW BOARD MEMBER

3. * APPOINTMENT OF RECOVERY FUND COMMITTEE MEMBER

4. ** PUBLIC COMMENT

5. ** APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
   * December 17, 2009

6. * DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON RENAISSANCE POOLS & SPAS INC.,
   License No. 33372 – Pending Litigation and Pending Disciplinary Action

7. * EXECUTIVE SESSION:
   a. * Executive Officer’s Report
   b. * Election of Treasurer
   c. * Review and Approval of Executive Officer’s Quarterly Report 10/1/09 through 12/31/09
d. * Review and Approval of Cash Disbursements and Transfer Journals 10/1/09 through 12/31/09

e. * Approval of Quarterly Financial Report for period 10/1/09 through 12/31/09


g. * Discussion of Pending Regulations R058-09 concerning Financial Statement Requirements and R163-09 concerning the Residential Recovery Fund

h. * Discussion of Relocation of Reno Office

i. * Discussion and Approval of Proposal and Budget Modification for Website Video Production Services

j. * Discussion and Review of Responses under NRS 40.6887

k. * Departmental Reports:
   1. Education
   2. Enforcement and Investigations
   3. Human Resources

   4. Legal

   5. Licensing

   6. Public Relations

   7. Recovery Fund

8. * SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:
   *Executive Subcommittee, Recovery Fund Subcommittee, Classification/Regulation Subcommittee, Finance Subcommittee
   *Subcommittee(s) Discussion

9. * FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:
   * MILLENNIUM RAIN GUTTER, License No. 71737
   Stuart Burchell, Owner/Qualified Individual

10. * FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:
    * GREEN QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, License No. 68648
    Matthew Green, Owner/Qualified Individual

11. * FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:
    * THE HOPPER COMPANY, INC., License No. 71499
    Dennis Hopper, President/Qualified Individual

12. * FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:
    * LOLI GARAGE DOOR, License No. 71004
    Susana Loli, Manager/Qualified Individual
    Julio Loli, Manager/Qualified Individual

13. * NAME SIMILARITY:
    * P R S OF NEVADA LTD, DBA PROFESSIONAL ROOFING SERVICES, License No. 59002
    Tamara Cicchetti, Member
    Anthony Cicchetti, Manager/Qualified Individual
    Keith Holbert, Qualified Individual

14. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:
    * HERCA TELECOM SERVICES, INC.
    Hector Castellon, President/Qualified Individual
15. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:  
* INNOVATIVE ACCESS LLC (Continued from 12/17/09 meeting)  
  Gregory Jones, Manager/Qualified Individual

16. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:  
* WEST COAST GLASS  
  James Lichty, Owner/Qualified Individual

17. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:  
* ADVANTAGE POWER LLC  
  Larry Short, Manager/Qualified Individual  
  Michael Delahunty, Manager/Qualified Individual

18. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:  
* NATIONAL AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING & REFRIGERATION, INC.  
  Houshmand Baiti, President/Qualified Individual

19. * APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA:  
   a. * Ratification of Staff Approved License Applications, Changes of Licensure,  
      Reinstatement of Licensure, Voluntary Surrenders (List Attached, Items 1 to 759)

20. * APPLICATIONS (INITIAL AND RENEWAL) IN QUESTION:  
   (Closed meeting pursuant to NRS 241.030, list attached)

   * Adjournment

*Denotes items on which action may occur.

** PUBLIC COMMENT

Comments from the public are accepted at this time on topics not specifically addressed elsewhere on the agenda. The public may comment by signing-in before speaking during the Public Comment section. The board is precluded from discussing or acting on items raised by Public Comment that are not already on the agenda. Public Comment will be limited to 5 minutes per person at the discretion of the Chairman.
NOTICES POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – RENO
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – HENDERSON

RENO CITY HALL
WASHOE COUNTY COURT HOUSE
WASHOE COUNTY LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS CITY HALL
SAWYER STATE BUILDING
CLARK COUNTY LIBRARY

PLEASE NOTE:

1) Persons/facilities desiring copies of the board’s agenda must submit their request in writing every six months.

2) With regard to any board meeting, it is possible that an amended notice will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended notices will be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting Law: however, they will not be mailed to individuals on the board’s mailing list.

3) Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the board office in writing at 9670 Gateway Drive, Suite 100, Reno, NV 89521 or by calling 775-688-1141 prior to the date of the meeting.
NEW APPLICATIONS
JANUARY 28, 2010

1  AGAVE LANDSCAPE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
CLINTON O ALDANA, MANAGING MEMBER; MARIA FERNANDA ALDANA-CORDON, MANAGING MEMBER; FLOR MARIA ALDANA, MANAGING MEMBER; MARIA FERNANDA ALDANA-CORDON; CLINTON O ALDANA; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM

2  LEAVITT CONSTRUCTION HAWTHORNE, NV
LEAVITT CONSTRUCTION; RODNEY LEAVITT, OWNER; RODNEY LELAND LEAVITT, TRADE; RODNEY LEAVITT, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
LICENSE CHANGES
JANUARY 28, 2010

3  ACTION ELECTRIC INC RENO, NV
   0022600; PAUL SCOTT KEELE, PRESIDENT; DANIEL MATTHEW GERBATZ, VICE PRESIDENT;
   DEBRA B GERBATZ, SECRETARY; JILL F KEELE, TREASURER; PAUL SCOTT KEELE, CMS/TRADE;
   (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING, C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION;
   RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM

4  ALPINE SEPTIC AND PUMPING CORPORATION SO LAKE TAHOE, CA
   0059875; DAVID ERIK BREWER, PRESIDENT; LEIGH MARIE BREWER, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID
   ERIK BREWER, CMS/TRADE; (A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT
   INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
### CONSENT AGENDA

**RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS**

**JANUARY 28, 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 888 4 ABATEMENT INC RANCHO CORDOVA, CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEIL DALTON OSTRANDER, PRESIDENT; CHRIS DALTON OSTRANDER, VICE PRESIDENT; NEIL DALTON OSTRANDER; CHRIS DALTON OSTRANDER; (A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIMIT: $300,000  BOND: 15K  CLASS: A23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS &amp; TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4 M CORP LAS VEGAS, NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0054918; GREGORY LOYD MUNOZ, PRESIDENT; GREGORY LOYD MUNOZ, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR WATERPROOF COATINGS TO WOOD SURFACES ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A &amp; R COMPLETE SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0074317; ALENA STEPANENKO, MANAGER; CHRIS MARTIN MANNION, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIMIT: $500,000 - BOND: $15,000; CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING LAS VEGAS, NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A 1 SANDBLASTING INC DBA; 0054462; JENNIFER ANN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4D-SANDBLASTING); NAME CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAME CHANGE FROM: A 1 SANDBLASTING INC TO: A 1 SANDBLASTING INC DBA A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING LAS VEGAS, NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A 1 SANDBLASTING INC DBA; 0055935; JENNIFER ANN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); NAME CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAME CHANGE FROM: A 1 SANDBLASTING INC TO: A 1 SANDBLASTING INC DBA A 1 MASONRY &amp; SANDBLASTING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A A A SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS LLC RENO, NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MICHAEL THOMAS MUSSER, MANAGING MEMBER; MICHAEL THOMAS MUSSER; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); C13 LIMITED TO RAIN GUTTERS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: C13-USING SHEET METAL C13 LIMITED TO RAIN GUTTERS ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIMIT: $10K  BOND: $2K  CLASS: C13 LIMITED TO RAIN GUTTERS ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F/S REVIEW REQUIRED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7  A C L & ASSOC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067905; GERARD MARCHELETTA JR, MEMBER; GERARD MARCHELETTA JR, CMS; SAMMY JENKINS, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
MARC A. COCCOLI, QE/CMS “ONLY”
C4
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

8  A D GRANDORFF & ASSOCIATES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
ADAM DONALD GRANDORFF, PRESIDENT; ADAM DONALD GRANDORFF; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $200K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: B2
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

9  A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074341; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; C-16 FINISHING FLOORS

10 A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074342; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000; C-4 PAINTING & DECORATING

11  A F CONSTRUCTION CO INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0016601; PAUL THOMAS FAULKNER, PRESIDENT; SUSAN FAULKNER, TREASURER; PAUL D FAULKNER, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL THOMAS FAULKNER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
SHAWN B. GOECKE, QE/CMS/TRADE
B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

12  A F CONSTRUCTION CO INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0022805; PAUL THOMAS FAULKNER, PRESIDENT; SUSAN FAULKNER, TREASURER; PAUL DANIEL FAULKNER, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL THOMAS FAULKNER, CMS/TRADE; PAUL DANIEL FAULKNER, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
SHAWN B. GOECKE, QE/CMS/TRADE
AB
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

13  **A M I CONTRACTING SERVICES LLC RENO, NV**

0074340; RANDALL SCOTT MCREYNOLDS, MANAGER; RANDALL SCOTT MCREYNOLDS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: 10K  CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW

14  **A MARTIN & SONS MILLWORK LAS VEGAS, NV**

GLOBAL SMDS LLC DBA; 0070557; GLOBAL SMDS ENTERPRISES LLC, MANAGER; HTD INVESTMENTS LLC, MANAGER; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, OTHER; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, OTHER; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, CMS; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $1,800,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

15  **A R M A C CONSTRUCTION LLC CARSON CITY, NV**

0074381; ROBERT VIVIEN MCQUEARY, PRESIDENT; CHRISTINE VYONE MCQUEARY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RONALD DOUGLAS KIPP, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS, A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM

APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
LIMIT: $150,000  BOND: 10K  CLASS: A12, A13, A15, A16, A19, A20
A16-CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

16  **A R MAYS CONSTRUCTION INC SCOTTSDALE, AZ**

0029672; ADAM ROY MAYS, OTHER; MARYANN C MAYS, SECRETARY; ADAM ROY MAYS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: A R MAYS CONSTRUCTION INC
NAME CHANGE  FROM: DEVCON ENTERPRISES INC  TO: A R MAYS CONSTRUCTION INC

17  **A TURF INC CHEEKTOWAGA, NY**

JAMES ANDREW DOBMEIER, PRESIDENT; SUSAN MARIE DOBMEIER, SECRETARY; PETER NICHOLAS SAITIS, TREASURER; ARTHUR BYRON DODGE III, DIRECTOR; H A RICHARD GREEN; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); LIMITED TO ARTIFICIAL TURF ONLY; NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING LIMITED TO ARTIFICIAL TURF ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: $30,000; C-10 LIMITED TO ARTIFICIAL TURF ONLY CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

18  **A W H CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV**

0072171; ARTHUR WINSLOW HOPPING, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER KAI HOPPING, SECRETARY; ARTHUR WINSLOW HOPPING, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
F/S REVIEW WITH LOWER LIMIT TO 250K AND 15K BOND
19  A W T INC LEMON GROVE, CA  
APPLIED WATERPROOFING TECHNOLOGY INC DBA; 0059064; MICHAEL EDWARD WEINERT, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL EDWARD WEINERT, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS  

20  ABBATE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INC HENDERSON, NV  
0032732A; JUDITH ANN ABBATE, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL SALVATORE ABBATE, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHELE YVETTE ABBATE, SECRETARY; MICHAEL STEVEN ABBATE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009  
OFFICER CHANGE  

21  ABBOTTS A TECHNOLOGY DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV  
SATELLITE SCANNERS INC DBA; 0031523; CHARLES RICHARD ABBOTT JR, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN ABBOTT, SECRETARY; CHARLES RICHARD ABBOTT, TREASURER; DAVID LYNN ADE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009  
OFFICER CHANGE  

22  ABSOLUTE FLOOD RESPONSE LAS VEGAS, NV  
24 BLACK INDUSTRIES LLC DBA; JASON SPENCER JOHNSON, MANAGING MEMBER; MICHAEL ALBERT MCDONALD, CMS/TRADE; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS  
LIMIT: $200K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: A13,23  
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED  

23  ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV  
0071618; EVANGELINE RAMOS OCO, PRESIDENT; CARL WESLEY SHEETS, VICE PRESIDENT; CARL WESLEY SHEETS, CMS/TRADE; EVANGELINE RAMOS OCO, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71618  

24  ACE ENTERPRISES TONOPAH, NV  
0059014; ANTHONY MINTON HOWERTON, OWNER; ANTHONY MINTON HOWERTON, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS , A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS , A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS  
ANTHONY HOWERTON, OWN  
A21  

25  ACE FIRE SYSTEMS INC LAS VEGAS, NV  
0036746; GORDON LEON MARX, PRESIDENT; LESLIE STEVEN MARX, TREASURER; GORDON LEON MARX, CMS/TRADE; (C41-FIRE PROTECTION); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010  
LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND
JANUARY 28, 2010

26  ACE FIRE SYSTEMS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
    0036747; GORDON LEON MARX, PRESIDENT; LESLIE STEVEN MARX, TREASURER; GORDON
    LEON MARX, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN
    LIMIT
    APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
    LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND

27  ACLV LAS VEGAS, NV
    FINNEY ENTERPRISES DBA; GERALD CLEMENT FINNEY JR, PRESIDENT; GERALD CLEMENT
    FINNEY III, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
    DENIAL DATE: 12/21/2009
    NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

28  ACLV LAS VEGAS, NV
    GERALD CLEMENT FINNEY III DBA; GERALD CLEMENT FINNEY III, OWNER; GERALD CLEMENT
    FINNEY III, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
    DENIAL DATE: 12/21/2009
    NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

29  ACTION BUILDING GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
    MANNING FAMILY INVESTMENT GROUP LLC (THE) DBA; 0067596; PAULA LOUISE MANNING,
    MANAGER; JEFFREY PAUL MANNING, CMS/TRADE - 11/02/2009; (B-GENERAL BUILDING);
    VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
    APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #67596

30  ADAMS POOL SOLUTIONS N LAS VEGAS, NV
    ADAMS TILE & PLASTER OF LAS VEGAS INC DBA; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, PRESIDENT;
    DEBRA ANN EULA, TREASURER; FLOYD WELDON MAYES, SECRETARY; ANTHONY CHARLES
    ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; FLOYD WELDON MAYES; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION;
    RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
    APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
    APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000; C-20 TILING
    CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

31  ADAMS POOL SOLUTIONS N LAS VEGAS, NV
    ADAMS TILE & PLASTER OF LAS VEGAS INC DBA; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, PRESIDENT;
    DEBRA ANN EULA, TREASURER; FLOYD WELDON MAYES, SECRETARY; ANTHONY CHARLES
    ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; FLOYD WELDON MAYES; (C18-MASONRY); NEW APPLICATION;
    RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
    APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY
    APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000; C-18 MASONRY
    CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
32 ADAMS POOL SOLUTIONS N LAS VEGAS, NV
ADAMS TILE & PLASTER OF LAS VEGAS INC DBA; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, PRESIDENT; DEBRA ANN EULA, TREASURER; FLOYD WELDON MAYES, SECRETARY; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; FLOYD WELDON MAYES; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING & PLASTERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000; C-17 LATHING & PLASTERING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

33 ADAMS POOL SOLUTIONS N LAS VEGAS, NV
ADAMS TILE & PLASTER OF LAS VEGAS INC DBA; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, PRESIDENT; DEBRA ANN EULA, TREASURER; FLOYD WELDON MAYES, SECRETARY; ANTHONY CHARLES ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; FLOYD WELDON MAYES; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000; C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

34 ADVANCED PRO RESTORATION LAS VEGAS, NV
ADVANCED PRO REMEDIATION A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DBA; 0065998; SHAWN SAKAE TOYozaki, MANAGING MEMBER; RACQUELAN LEI CHUNG-TOYOZAKI, MANAGING MEMBER; RACQUELAN LEI CHUNG-TOYOZAKI, CMS; MATTHEW KAWAIKEA ERNESTBERG, TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
RACQUALANN CHUNG-TOYOZAKI, MM/CMS/TRADE B2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

35 AFFORDABLE FLOORING & MORE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072392; LISA JENNIFER PHILLIPS, MANAGER; ALBERTO GOMEZ, MANAGING MEMBER; ALBERTO GOMEZ, TRADE; LISA JENNIFER PHILLIPS, CMS; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

36 AGUNDEZ CONCRETE CO HENDERSON, NV
MATTHEW ZUMAYA AGUNDEZ DBA; MATTHEW ZUMAYA AGUNDEZ, OWNER; MATTHEW ZUMAYA AGUNDEZ; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $15,000 BOND: $5,000 C5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

37 AIR BROS LLC FALLON, NV
0066022; JEROMY RAY ROGERS, MEMBER; JEFFREY ROBERT ROGERS, MEMBER; JEFFREY ROBERT ROGERS, CMS; JEROMY RAY ROGERS, TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABBED DATE: 01/08/2010
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS
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JANUARY  28, 2010

38   AIR CONDITIONING HEATING AND HOME APPLIANCES LAS VEGAS, NV
     A & R COMPLETE SERVICE LLC; 0070013; ALENA STEPANENKO, MANAGER; ROBERT ARCHER OSBORNE, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
     FINANCIAL REVIEW

39   AIR TIME LAS VEGAS, NV
     PRO DASH INC DBA; 0072274; KEVIN JOHN PROKOPICH, PRESIDENT; CANDICE ANN PROKOPICH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CANDICE ANN PROKOPICH, CMS; KEVIN JOHN PROKOPICH, TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
     FINANCIAL REVIEW

40   ALASKAN QUALITY SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
     BRES LLC DBA; 0069953; THOMAS FRANK CHRISTENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; H C F LLC, MANAGER; MICHAEL BURL CLEMMONS, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
     APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

41   ALL AROUND CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV
     0060994; JAMES EARL PETERSON, OWNER; JAMES EARL PETERSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
     APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #60994 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

42   ALL PROTECTION SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
     ALL TINT & PROTECTION LLC DBA; 0066173; SYDNEY M GINSBERG, MANAGING MEMBER; RICHARD PAUL GURROLA, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009
     RICHARD GURROLA, QE/CMS/TRADE
     C2

43   ALL STAR AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING LAS VEGAS, NV
     VOTTA ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0067886; EDWARD JOHN VOTTA, PRESIDENT; JACQUELINE LEE SELLERS, SECRETARY; EDWARD JOHN VOTTA, TRADE; JACQUELINE LEE SELLERS, CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

44   ALL STAR PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV
     MORENO HERNANDEZ DBA; MORENO A HERNANDEZ, OWNER; MORENO A HERNANDEZ; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
     APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
     LIMIT: $5,000  BOND: 1K  CLASS: C1D
     CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW
45  ALL THINGS ELECTRIC INC RENO, NV
KRIS JON YOUNGQUIST, PRESIDENT; KRIS JON YOUNGQUIST; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $5,000  BOND: 1K  CLASS: C2
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

46  ALL VALLEY RESTORATION & MAINTENANCE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
STEVEN W COLLATZ, MANAGER; STEVEN W COLLATZ; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000  BOND: $5,000  C3-CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS

47  ALPINE ENERGY INC RENO, NV
0048128; MICHAEL FRANCIS TARPEY, PRESIDENT; MARGARET ANN TARPEY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MICHAEL FRANCIS TARPEY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
LIMIT: $3,000,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

48  ALTA CARPENTRY RENO, NV
ALTA PAINTING INC DBA; 0071520; BRIAN MICHAEL FLEISCHER, PRESIDENT; BRIAN MICHAEL FLEISCHER, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

49  ALTITUDE INC SAN DIEGO, CA
BRIAN SCOTT WILSON, PRESIDENT; BRIAN SCOTT WILSON; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: $10,000  B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

50  AMERICAN GENERAL CONTRACTORS LLC HENDERSON, NV
0071155; BRENT ROBERT ORME, MANAGING MEMBER; LESTER LEON YOAKUM, CMS/TRADE - 12/10/2009; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

51  AMERICAN GENERAL CONTRACTORS LLC HENDERSON, NV
0070507; BRENT ROBERT ORME, MANAGING MEMBER; ROBERT DAVID MILLER, CMS/TRADE - 01/02/2009; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE
JANUARY 28, 2010

52  AMERICAN GRAFFITI INC LAS VEGAS, NV
    0042440A; CARLA ABERLE LENHOFF, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL KRISTIAN KIGHTLINGER, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN ROSS LENHOFF, SECRETARY; MICHAEL KRISTIAN KIGHTLINGER, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
    $945,000 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: GRAFFITI ABATEMENT WITHIN RESORT CORRIDOR

53  AMERICAN PAVEMENT PRESERVATION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
    0051240; GATEWAY APR HOLDINGS LLC, MEMBER; CLIFFORD ERIC PETERSON, MANAGER; CLIFFORD ERIC PETERSON, PRESIDENT; JASON MICHAEL LOGSDON, MANAGER; JASON MICHAEL LOGSDON, SECRETARY; ERIC MARION REIMSCHIISSEL, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS LAWRENCE HART, VICE PRESIDENT; ERIC MARION REIMSCHIISSEL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CONVERSION OF ENTITY
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
    APPROVED: AMERICAN PAVEMENT PRESERVATION LLC
    CONVERSION OF ENTITY FROM: AMERICAN PAVEMENT PRESERVATION INC
    TO: AMERICAN PAVEMENT PRESERVATION LLC

54  AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY GRAND RAPIDS, MI
    0056011; EDWARD JAY CLARK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; RICHARD ROY GIANINO, CMS/TRADE; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
    THOMAS ROSS KEMPPAINEN, QE/CMS/TRADE
    C26B
    CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

55  AMISH ELECTRIC OAKVILLE, MO
    JOHN STEINKE DBA; 0071487; JOHN THOMAS STEINKE, OWNER; JOHN THOMAS STEINKE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
    APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

56  AMP ELECTRIC INC HENDERSON, NV
    0070108; TREVOR ANSON MONTEFALCON, PRESIDENT; TREVOR ANSON MONTEFALCON, TRADE; NATASHA MALIA THATER, CMS; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
    OFFICER CHANGE

57  ANDREW L YOUNGQUIST CONSTRUCTION INC IRVINE, CA
    0047968; ANDREW LANCE YOUNGQUIST, PRESIDENT; CARL JAMES LEFLER, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD LEE YOUNGQUIST, OTHER; ANDREW LANCE YOUNGQUIST, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
    APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #47968

58  ANTHONYS PLUMBING SERVICE STAGECOACH, NV
    ANTHONY EDWARD LAPONZA DBA; 0071958; ANTHONY EDWARD LAPONZA, OWNER; ANTHONY EDWARD LAPONZA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    TABLED DATE: 12/01/2009
    FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING SCHEDULED FOR 2/25/10
January 28, 2010

59  **APEX INSULATION INC SO SAN FRANCISCO, CA**

0070305; STEVEN GERARD DELORENZI, PRESIDENT; KAREN ANNE WROBELGOULD, CMS; STEVEN GERARD DELORENZI, TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #70305

60  **ARCTIC SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0067549; EDWARD LOUIS SIMON, MEMBER; KELLY GRANT HAWKINS, MEMBER; JARROD WILLIAM JOHNSON, MEMBER; EDWARD LOUIS SIMON, TRADE; KELLY GRANT HAWKINS, CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

61  **ARGUS GROUP (THE) LANCASTER, PA**

ARGUS CONTRACTING LLC; 0053778; CRAIG ELMER SKEIE, PRESIDENT; JASON CARL DODD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; HILARY JO PABON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; IREX CORPORATION, MEMBER; DONALD JOHN RUGGIERO, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

62  **ARGUS GROUP (THE) LANCASTER, PA**

ARGUS CONTRACTING LLC; 0053779; CRAIG ELMER SKEIE, PRESIDENT; JASON CARL DODD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; HILARY JO PABON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; IREX CORPORATION, MEMBER; DONALD JOHN RUGGIERO, CMS/TRADE; (A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

63  **ARIZONA PIPELINE COMPANY HESPERIA, CA**

0017072; LOWELL DUANE MOYERS, CMS/TRADE; (A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY , A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS , A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

64  **ARIZONA PIPELINE COMPANY HESPERIA, CA**

0040294; LOWELL DUANE MOYERS, CMS/TRADE; RODNEY LYNN COLE, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

65  **ARTISAN ROCK LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**

MICHAEL PIERRE TURNER, MANAGER; MICHAEL BENDIX MEREDITH, MANAGER; JANINE RAE MEREDITH, MANAGING MEMBER; MICHAEL BENDIX MEREDITH, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR ARTIFICIAL ROCK WATERFALLS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED DESIGNATED FOR ARTIFICIAL ROCK WATERFALLS ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $400,000 BOND: $15,000; A-22 DESIGNATED FOR ARTIFICIAL ROCK WATERFALLS ONLY
JANUARY  28, 2010

66  ASPEN CREEK CONSTRUCTION LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV
    0074085; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, CMS; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, TRADE; (A-4-BRIDGES , A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS , A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES , A18-FARM IRRIGATION , A9A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER , A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
    APPROVED: CLASS: A-4-BRIDGES , A18-FARM IRRIGATION , A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS
 BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL QO/CMS/TRADE
A4,18,21

67  ATHENA RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS INC COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
    0061409; MICHAEL WAYNE ESTY, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS THOMAS MICHEL, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANCES ANN ESTY, SECRETARY/TEASURER; MICHAEL WAYNE ESTY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
    APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #61409

68  ATLAS CONCRETE LAS VEGAS, NV
    ARTISAN CONCRETE LLC DBA; 0074106; LINDSAY FLANGAS, MANAGING MEMBER; YELENA PROTOPOPOVA, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON FLANGAS, MANAGING MEMBER; LEONIDAS PETER FLANGAS, MEMBER; JASON FLANGAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NAME CHANGE
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
    APPROVED: ATLAS CONCRETE
    NAME CHANGE  FROM: ARTISAN CONCRETE LLC  TO: ARTISAN CONCRETE LLC DBA ATLAS CONCRETE

69  ATLAS PAINTING & DRYWALL LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
    0070309; ERNEST RON CORTEZ JR, MANAGING MEMBER; AUDRA MARIE TUBIN, MANAGING MEMBER; ODEN GLEN WOLFE III, MEMBER; ODEN GLEN WOLFE III, CMS/TRADE - 10/05/2009; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
    APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #70309

70  ATLAS TILE & STONE RENO, NV
    0072503; VICTOR MANUEL LOPEZ-HUIZAR, PRESIDENT; VICTOR MANUEL LOPEZ-HUIZAR, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
    FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

71  ATLAS TILE & STONE RENO, NV
    0072504; VICTOR MANUEL LOPEZ-HUIZAR, PRESIDENT; VICTOR MANUEL LOPEZ-HUIZAR, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO & MARBLE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
    FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
JANUARY 28, 2010

72 AUDIO INTEGRATIONS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0058891; GEOFFREY ADAM COVINGTON, PRESIDENT; DONALD JOY PISCIOTTA, TREASURER; HERBERT MARK DUNSMOOR, CMS/TRADE; GEOFFREY ADAM COVINGTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
HERBERT MARK DUNSMOOR, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C2

73 AUDIO INTEGRATIONS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0058891; GEOFFREY ADAM COVINGTON, PRESIDENT; DONALD JOY PISCIOTTA, TREASURER; HERBERT MARK DUNSMOOR, CMS/TRADE; GEOFFREY ADAM COVINGTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
HERBERT MARK DUNSMOOR, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C2

74 AVANT GARDE FLOORING LAS VEGAS, NV
AVANT GARDE DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; 0065126; LEN CHAU WEI, PRESIDENT; LEN CHAU WEI, CMS/TRADE; (C20- TILING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

75 AVANT GARDE FLOORING LAS VEGAS, NV
AVANT GARDE DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; 0065123; LEN CHAU WEI, PRESIDENT; LEN CHAU WEI, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO & MARBLE); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

76 AVANT-GARDE DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0053482; LEN CHAU WEI, PRESIDENT; LEN CHAU WEI, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

77 AXIS FACILITIES SERVICES CORPORATION CHANDLER, AZ
0072511; JEFFREY TODD REED, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; CHAD MICHAEL MADDICK, PRESIDENT; CHAD MICHAEL MADDICK, CMS/TRADE; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A22-UNCLASSIFIED , A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR LEAD ABATEMENT ONLY; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

78 B & K ELECTRIC INC QUINCY, WA
0057092; BRIAN ROBERT BUNKER, PRESIDENT; TRUDI LYNN BUNKER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GARY GEORGE SOUTHARD, TRADE; BRIAN ROBERT BUNKER, CMS; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 12/01/2009
NOT SUBMITTED 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO BID DATE
JANUARY 28, 2010

79 B C I COMMUNICATIONS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
RICHARD BERLINER BERLINER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; NICHOLAS DAY, SECRETARY; RAYMOND ANTHONY CARDONNE, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ADAM MICHAEL BRAGG, CMS/TRADE; FRANK JOSEPH KISEL; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $5,000,000 BOND: $50,000 C2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT AND RESOLUTION LETTER

80 B L INGRAM & ASSOCIATES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072631; BRIAN DAVID INGRAM, PRESIDENT; LEA FRANCESCA INGRAM, VICE PRESIDENT; BRIAN DAVID INGRAM, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
LIMIT: $5,000,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

81 B R 2 LAND DEVELOPMENT RENO, NV
BRYAN JAMES CLEMENTS, PRESIDENT; BRETT NICKLAUS SABATINI, VICE PRESIDENT; BRYAN JAMES CLEMENTS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: $2,000,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: A
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF COMPLETED PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATIONS

82 B S L ELECTRIC CORPORATION LOVELOCK, NV
BRUCE MASON HUDSON, PRESIDENT; SHAYLA DAWN HUDSON, DIRECTOR; BRUCE MASON HUDSON, CMS; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/08/2010
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY & PRIOR BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

83 BAREFOOT POOL & SPA LLC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0060704; RAYMOND JOSEPH HEAGANY, MANAGER; RAYMOND JOSEPH HEAGANY, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS , A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR WATER FEATURES ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

84 BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES RENO, NV
KENNETH LLOYD HEGLE DBA; 0042758A; KENNETH LLOYD HEGLE, OWNER; KENNETH LLOYD HEGLE, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

85 BEAIZER HOMES HOLDINGS CORP LAS VEGAS, NV
0042684; IAN JAMES MCCARTHY, PRESIDENT; PEGGY J CALDWELL, SECRETARY; JEFFREY SCOTT HOZA, VP/TREASURER; KENT A LAY, CMS/TRADE; WILLIAM ADRIAN JUNE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
OFFICER CHANGE
86  BECHO INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0017936; LOUIS CHARLES LUCIDO, PRESIDENT; LOUIS CHARLES LUCIDO, CMS/TRADE; (A-
GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LOUIS C. LUCIDO, PRES
A

87  BENNETTS CARPET SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0055712; IRA PHILIP BENNETT, MANAGER; IRA PHILIP BENNETT, CMS/TRADE; (C16D-CARPET
LAYING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

88  BERG ELECTRIC CORPORATION LOS ANGELES, CA
0036859; DONALD LEWIS BRISCOE, PRESIDENT; JOHN ROBERT BRISCOE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER; WILLIAM MICHAEL WINGERNING, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN J MASHBURN, VICE
PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS B CRUMBY, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN A BUHR, VICE PRESIDENT;
EDWARD PATRICK BILLIG, VICE PRESIDENT; KENNETH C BERTALAN, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS
RAYMOND ANDERSON, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS RAYMOND ANDERSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

89  BEST BUY STORES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP RICHFIELD, MN
0060957; BRADBURY HILDING ANDERSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BBC PROPERTY CO,
GENERAL PARTNER; BBC INVESTMENT, LIMITED PARTNER; JOSEPH MICHAEL JOYCE, VICE
PRESIDENT; CHRIS DANIEL BLANCHETTE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
STEVEN PRESTON, QE/CMS/TRADE
C2D
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

90  BESTWAY BUILDING & REMODELING MAGNA, UT
JOSEPH EDWARD TILT SR DBA; 0071522; JOSEPH EDWARD TILT SR, OWNER; JOSEPH EDWARD
TILT SR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

91  BEUTLER CORPORATION MCCLELLAN, CA
0072348; GARY JAMES BEUTLER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; CALVIN RICHARD WYLIE,
PRESIDENT; ROBERT DANIEL PENROD, VICE PRESIDENT; EUGENE SCOTT SAHOTA, VICE
PRESIDENT; BRIAN SCOT WILLIAMS, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY MICHAEL STARSKY,
SECRETARY; TROY WAYNE MAYS, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
CURTIS R. WYLIE, QE/CMS "ONLY"; DAVID J. ARELLANO, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C1D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

92  BLACK MOUNTAIN PLUMBING BULLHEAD CITY, AZ
ROBERT CALVIN TODD DBA; 0019549; ROBERT CALVIN TODD, OWNER; ROBERT CALVIN TODD, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #19549

93  BLAIN DRILLING & PUMP CO CARSON CITY, NV
0046498; THOMAS ALLEN BENEDICT, OWNER; THOMAS ALLEN BENEDICT, CMS/TRADE; (C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
LIMIT: $100,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER, CONTINGENT UPON INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
PROJECT: SGID - EXPLORATORY WELL

94  BLAQUE METAL WORKS LLC HENDERSON, NV
0068507; BOB GLENN LEWIS, OWNER; BOB GLENN LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #68507 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

95  BOB GLENN LEWIS BULLHEAD CITY, AZ
0068507; BOB GLENN LEWIS, OWNER; BOB GLENN LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #68507 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

96  BOB GLENN LEWIS BULLHEAD CITY, AZ
BOB GLENN LEWIS, OWNER; BOB GLENN LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/04/2010
DENY: NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY; NRS 624.3013 MISREPRESENTATION

97  BOLMER LAS VEGAS, NV
CAT DETAILING LLC DBA; 0072646; EDUARDO GUADALUPE ARREDONDO-SOTO, MANAGER; EDUARDO GUADALUPE ARREDONDO-SOTO, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
LIMIT: $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

98  BORTON LC HUTCHINSON, KS
0051139; JAMES LEE TADTMAN, MANAGER; JOHN ELLIOTT KRETZER, PRESIDENT/CEO; SHERWOOD CONSTRUCTION CO INC, MEMBER; ANNA L SNOOK IRREVOCABLE TRUST, MEMBER; CHRISTOPHER J SNOOK IRREVOCABLE TRUST, MEMBER; AARON T SNOOK IRREVOCABLE TRUST, MEMBER; BILLY JOE SOCHA, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE
99  BOSLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY SACRAMENTO, CA
     0038979; JOHN J BOSLEY, PARTNER; NANCY E BOSLEY, PARTNER; JOHN J BOSLEY, CMS/TRADE;
     (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
     LIMIT: $950,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

100  BOZARTH PLUMBING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0054999; ROGER DALE BOZARTH, MANAGER; ROGER DALE BOZARTH, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-
     PLUMBING); NAME CHANGE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
     APPROVED: BOZARTH PLUMBING LLC
     NAME CHANGE FROM: HOMETOWN PLUMBING AND REMODELING LLC TO: BOZARTH PLUMBING LLC

101  BRAHMA CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0052055; CURTIS JAMES THEW, PRESIDENT; JODI ANN THEW, SECRETARY; JODI ANN THEW, CMS;
     CURTIS JAMES THEW, TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
     LIMIT: $5,000,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

102  BRANSON CONSTRUCTION INC STAGECOACH, NV
     0069560; ROWDY DEAN BRANSON, DIRECTOR; DYLAN JOSLYN BRANSON, PRESIDENT; DESIREE
     ANN STANTON, SECRETARY; HARVEY DEAN BRANSON, TREASURER; ROWDY DEAN BRANSON,
     CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
     FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

103  BRIAN ROSS CONSTRUCTION INC GARDNERVILLE, NV
     0074364; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE
     CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
     APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
     LIMIT: $600,000   BOND: 20K   CLASS: C5

104  BRIAN ROSS CONSTRUCTION INC GARDNERVILLE, NV
     0074363; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY);
     NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
     APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
     LIMIT: $600,000   BOND: 20K   CLASS: C3

105  BROCK & WEIGL CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
     0043990; DONALD FRANK BROCK, PRESIDENT; ROBERT EDWARD WEIGL, VICE PRESIDENT;
     DONALD FRANK BROCK, CMS/TRADE; (A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS , A12-EXCAVATING
     GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
     APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #43990
106 BROCK & WEIGL CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
0055437; DONALD FRANK BROCK, PRESIDENT; ROBERT EDWARD WEIGL, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD FRANK BROCK, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #55437

107 BROCK & WEIGL CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
0043991; DONALD FRANK BROCK, PRESIDENT; ROBERT EDWARD WEIGL, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD FRANK BROCK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #43991

108 BROCKELSBYS CABINETS CORPORATION RENO, NV
0068943; JAMES ANTHONY BROCKELSBY, PRESIDENT; SAMANTHA PRINCESS STEELE, VICE PRESIDENT; SAMANTHA PRINCESS STEELE, CMS; JAMES ANTHONY BROCKELSBY, TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

109 BROOKSTONE DEVELOPMENT LLC SPARKS, NV
0069497; ROMAN AGEAN MUDD, MANAGER; ROMAN AGEAN MUDD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 12/14/2009
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING SCHEDULED FOR 2/25/10

110 BRYANT MASONRY LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067417A; BRYANT CARY LEAL, MANAGER; CISQKO INC., MANAGER; BRYANT CARY LEAL, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

111 BUESING CORP PHOENIX, AZ
JERRY JOHN BUESING, PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY SUE GIBBS, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; CECIL RAY WALLACE, VICE PRESIDENT; KEVIN RAY SOMERVILLE, VICE PRESIDENT; BRYON DALE MATESI, VICE PRESIDENT; BRYON DALE MATESI; JERRY JOHN BUESING; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: $50,000  A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

112 BUILD YOUR OWN POOL BY DESERT SPRINGS POOLS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072175; LINUS WILLIAM WIPPEL, MANAGING MEMBER; LINUS WILLIAM WIPPEL, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
LOWER CONSUMER PROTECTION BOND AMOUNT TO $30,000, CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF BOND RIDER IN THE AMOUNT OF $30,000
JANUARY 28, 2010

113 Builders United LLC Henderson, NV
Katherine Lynne Kildea, Manager; Katherine Lynne Kildea; (B2-Residential & Small Commercial); New Application
Approval Date: 12/09/2009
Approved: Class: B2-Residential & Small Commercial
Approve: Limit: $240,000 Bond: $15,000
B2-Residential and Small Commercial
Contingent upon passing required trade exam within 60 days
F/S Review

114 Bullock Construction Inc Reno, NV
0020347; Gary Lee Bullock, President; Gary Lee Bullock, CMS/Trade; (A12-Excavating Grading Trenching & Surfacing, A13-Wrecking Buildings, A15-Sewers, Drains & Pipes); Broadening of Classification
Approval Date: 12/10/2009
Approved: Class: A19-Pipeline & Conduits
Gary Bullock, Pres
A19
Contingent upon passing trade exam within 60 days

115 Bullseye Dirt Works Reno, NV
0069816; Daniel Allen Gibson, Partner; Jacob Lee Stephens, Partner; Daniel Allen Gibson, CMS/Trade; Jacob Lee Stephens, Trade; (A-7-Excavating and Grading); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 12/02/2009
Financial Statement Review

116 Burlington Plumbung Inc Las Vegas, NV
0074223; Kenneth Earl Rollins, President; Kenneth Earl Rollins, CMS/Trade; (C-1D-Plumbing, C-1I-Chilled Water Piping); New Application
Approval Date: 12/03/2009
Approved: Class: C-1D-Plumbing, C-1I-Chilled Water Piping
Approve: Limit: $5,000,000 Bond: $50,000; C-1D Plumbing & C-1I Chilled Water Piping

117 C C & R R Inc Reno, NV
0070092; Cody Christof Crummett, President; Cody Christof Crummett, CMS/Trade; (C-3-Carpentry); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 01/06/2010
Financial Statement Review

118 C C & R R Inc Reno, NV
0069769; Cody Christof Crummett, President; Cody Christof Crummett, CMS/Trade; (C15A-Roofing); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 01/06/2010
Financial Statement Review

119 C C D & H Inc Las Vegas, NV
0069231; Norbert Edward Fonte, President; Barbara Ann Jackson, Secretary/Treasurer; Norbert Edward Fonte, CMS/Trade; (C-3A-Carpentry, Remodeling & Repairs); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 12/08/2009
Approve Financial Review of License #69231
JANUARY  28, 2010

120  C E I CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV
ERIC SCOTT SMITH, MANAGER; CHRISTOPHER GORDON WARDWELL, MANAGER; ROBERT ROY EASON, MANAGER; ERIC SCOTT SMITH; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $2,800,000 BOND: $30,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; MUST CHANGE NAME

121  C G & B ENTERPRISES INC HENDERSON, NV
0039691; MICHAEL JAMES MCCOMB, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ALLEN GILBERT, VICE PRESIDENT; DENNIS LYNN MERRETT, TRADE; MICHAEL JAMES MCCOMB, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
$7,500,000 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: BLUE DIAMOND WASH WIGWAM UPRR TO RAINBOW BLVD

122  C J M CONSTRUCTION CO LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0051063; CYNTHIA CAROL MOORE, MANAGING MEMBER; CYNTHIA CAROL MOORE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

123  C S T INDUSTRIES INC KANSAS CITY, KS
0056074; BRIAN JOSEPH BAUERBACH, PRESIDENT/CEO; CHRISTOPHER JOHN BRIDGNELL, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; THOMAS JAMES DEDONDER, CMS/TRADE; (C28-FABRICATING TANKS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
OFFICER CHANGE

124  CABINETEC INC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0027189; SALLY COX, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; NICHOLAS BRYANT COX, PRESIDENT; PAUL JOHN ZIEBART III, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: 12/07/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR WESLEY POWELL, EFFECTIVE 03/07/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/10/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

125  CADILLAC STONE WORKS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0074372; JEFFREY J GRAIL, MANAGING MEMBER; DEAN WINFRED THURMAN JR, MANAGING MEMBER; THOMAS FINLEY VANITALLIE, MANAGING MEMBER; GARY WILLIAM SILVEIRA, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE LIMIT: $750,000 BOND: $20,000 C20 TILING
FINANCIAL REVIEW
126  CADILLAC STONE WORKS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0074371; JEFFREY J GRAIL, MANAGING MEMBER; DEAN WINFRED THURMAN JR, MANAGING MEMBER; THOMAS FINLEY VANITALLIE, MANAGING MEMBER; GARY WILLIAM SILVEIRA, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
APPROVE LIMIT: $750,000  BOND: $20,000  C19 INSTALLING TERRAZZO AND MARBLE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

127  CALIFORNIA POOLS & SPAS SOUTH WEST COVINA, CA
CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL POOLS INC DBA; 0019277; DAVID GRANT MORRILL, PRESIDENT; ELROY CLARK COBERLY, VICE PRESIDENT; WAYNE DOUGLAS STEIMLE, SECRETARY; WAYNE DOUGLAS STEIMLE, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
LIMIT: $3,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: HOLLYWOOD REGIONAL PARK AQUATIC CENTER

128  CALS REMODELING INC RENO, NV
0071998; CALVIN R JAMES, PRESIDENT; CALVIN R JAMES, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY);
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 12/17/2009
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING SCHEDULED FOR 2/25/10

129  CAMPOY GENERAL CONTRACTING FERNLEY, NV
0055937; ANTHONY MICHAEL CAMPOY, OWNER; ANTHONY MICHAEL CAMPOY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

130  CAPITOL OVERHEAD DOOR CO CARSON CITY, NV
TIMOTHY PATRICK DYER DBA; TIMOTHY PATRICK DYER, OWNER; TIMOTHY PATRICK DYER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 12/01/2009
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY; NRS 624.265 PRIOR BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

131  CAPPINI CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
0061057; JOHN CAPPINI, PRESIDENT; JOHN CAPPINI, TRADE; DAWN RENEE CAPPINI, CMS; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

132  CARTER CONTRACTING RENO, NV
JASON ASHLEY CARTER DBA; JASON ASHLEY CARTER, OWNER; JASON ASHLEY CARTER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $250K  BOND: $15K  CLASS: B2
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
133  CASEWORK SOLUTIONS LLC SPARKS, NV
0031601A; JOHN E SYLVESTER, MANAGER; KATHLEEN MARY SYLVESTER, MANAGER; JOHN E SYLVESTER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
LIMIT: $950,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

134  CENTURYLINK LAS VEGAS, NV
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY DBA; 0037900; WILLIAM E CHEEK, PRESIDENT; LESLIE HOWARD MEREDITH, VP/TREASURER; DONALD PAUL PEAT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE);
NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED:  CENTURYLINK
NAME CHANGE FROM: CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY DBA EMBARQ TO: CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY DBA CENTURYLINK

135  CHAMBERLAIN CONSTRUCTION VACAVILLE, CA
CHARLES WALLACE CHAMBERLAIN DBA; 0072326; CHARLES WALLACE CHAMBERLAIN, OWNER; CHARLES WALLACE CHAMBERLAIN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

136  CHEROKEE CONSTRUCTION LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
DARRELL LEE CAUSEY, MANAGING MEMBER; DARRELL LEE CAUSEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS
APPROVE LIMIT: $150,000  BOND: $10,000  C3A CARPENTRY, REMODELING AND REPAIRS CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING

137  CHRIS GRANT FLOORING RENO, NV
CHRIS ALLEN GRANT DBA; 0070610; CHRIS ALLEN GRANT JR, OWNER; CHRIS ALLEN GRANT JR, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #70610

138  CHRISTENSEN CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV
DOUGLAS ALLEN CHRISTENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; DOUGLAS ALLEN CHRISTENSEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $950,000  BOND: $20,000  B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT AND RESOLUTION LETTER
139  CIRRUS CONSTRUCTION INC HURRICANE, UT
WILLIAM ORVAL ZITTING, PRESIDENT; LEROY BARLOW ZITTING, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
SAMUEL ZITTING, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

140  CIRRUS CONSTRUCTION INC HURRICANE, UT
WILLIAM ORVAL ZITTING, PRESIDENT; LEROY BARLOW ZITTING, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
SAMUEL ZITTING, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; C-3A CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS
PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

141  CIRRUS CONSTRUCTION INC HURRICANE, UT
WILLIAM ORVAL ZITTING, PRESIDENT; LEROY BARLOW ZITTING, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
SAMUEL ZITTING, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING
PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

142  CLARK COUNTY POOL AND LAWN SERVICE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0058873; JEANETTE EILEEN SANCHEZ, PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOHN GRILZ SR, CMS/TRADE;
(A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
JEANETTE E. SANCHEZ, PRES/CMS "ONLY"; FRANCIS J. REISS, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
A10E
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

143  CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060308; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER;
STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER;
RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
MARTIN R. GIUDICI, MM/CMS "ONLY"
C17
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

144  CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060307; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER;
STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER;
RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
MARTIN R. GIUDICI, MM/CMS "ONLY"
C4
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
JANUARY 28, 2010

145 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060307; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009

F/S REVIEW

146 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060308; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009

F/S REVIEW

147 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060308; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: 12/15/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR DANNY HUCKABY, EFFECTIVE 03/15/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/15/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

148 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060307; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: 12/15/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR DANNY HUCKABY, EFFECTIVE 03/15/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/15/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

149 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060308; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

150 CLASSIC FINISH SYSTEMS LLC SPARKS, NV
0060307; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGING MEMBER; KRISTI BERRY GIUDICI, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD DEAN WELLMAN, TRADE; DANNY ROBERT HUCKABY, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE
JANUARY 28, 2010

151  CLASSIC HOME IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS INC ANAHEIM HILLS, CA
0071595; JASON CORY LORGE, PRESIDENT; RYAN PATRICK LORGE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JASON CORY LORGE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO POWER SCREENS AND SHUTTERS ONLY; FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71595

152  CLATTERBUCK CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
CHARLES EUGENE CLATTERBUCK III, MANAGING MEMBER; CHARLES EUGENE CLATTERBUCK III; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

153  CLEAR BLUE CONSTRUCTION CARSON CITY, NV
0072038; JOHN THOMAS COOK, PRESIDENT; ROBERT DALE WARREN, SECRETARY; SHARON LOUISE COOK, TREASURER; JOHN THOMAS COOK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

154  CLOPAY BUILDING PRODUCTS COMPANY INC MASON, OH
0057948; EUGENE CYRIL COLLERAN, PRESIDENT; DAVID EDWARD TROLLER, SECRETARY; THOMAS DANIEL GIBBONS, TREASURER; JOHN SALVADORE PALAZZOLO, VICE PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER CHARLES KEEGAN, CMS/TRADE - 12/09/2009; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
RYAN PHILIP RIPOSO, QE/CMS/TRADE C3D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

155  CLOSETS & GOOD THINGS LAS VEGAS, NV
JONATHAN F PRUNEDA DBA; 0038848; JONATHAN F PRUNEDA, OWNER; JONATHAN F PRUNEDA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

156  COLLIGO SECURITY SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
LAWRENCE DAVID FOLSOM, MANAGER; NORHIMAR RIVERA FOLSOM, MEMBER; LAWRENCE DAVID FOLSOM; STEVE THOMAS OCONNOR, CMS/TRADE; (C-2C-FIRE DETECTION , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2C-FIRE DETECTION , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 C2C FIRE DETECTION C2D LOW VOLTAGE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM FINANCIAL REVIEW
JANUARY 28, 2010

157 COMMERCIAL COOLING AND HEATING SERVICE LAS VEGAS, NV
ALEXANDER ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0067113; ALEXANDER LEONARD PENA, PRESIDENT; JOHN FRANKFURTER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
$120,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: 2191 MENDENHALL

158 COMMERCIAL COOLING AND HEATING SERVICE LAS VEGAS, NV
ALEXANDER ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0067113; ALEXANDER LEONARD PENA, PRESIDENT; JOHN FRANKFURTER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND

159 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING SPECIALISTS INC MURRIETA, CA
0070147; DENNIS JOHN CARVER, PRESIDENT; LORRAINE SUSAN PYLES, VICE PRESIDENT; DENNIS JOHN CARVER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #70147 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

160 COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION SPECIALISTS INC HAYWARD, CA
MICHAEL BRUCE COLDREN, PRESIDENT; GEORGE MICHAEL CARR, VP/SECRETARY; ALAN RAY BRADSHAW, TREASURER; ALAN RAY BRADSHAW; (C21A-REFRIGERATION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21A-REFRIGERATION
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: C-21A REFRIGRATION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

161 CONCORD CORNERSTONE INC RENO, NV
0054189A; ROBERT WINKLER BURKE, PRESIDENT; RONALD C MCINTOSH JR, SECRETARY; RONALD C MCINTOSH JR, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER, A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #54189A

162 CONCRETE COATINGS INC HENDERSON, NV
0054410; TODD WILLIAM MITCHELL, PRESIDENT; JOHN ERNEST BRYANT, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR CEMENT COATINGS & GRADE CONCRETE ONLY; PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
LIMIT: $900,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND
JANUARY 28, 2010

163 CONCRETE COATINGS INC HENDERSON, NV
0054410; TODD WILLIAM MITCHELL, PRESIDENT; JOHN ERNEST BRYANT, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR CEMENT COATINGS & GRADE CONCRETE ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
$500,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: ENCORE SWITCH BEACH CLUB

164 CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY INC (THE) MESA, AZ
GLENN ALAN EDWARDS, PRESIDENT; LORRAINE EDWARDS, VICE PRESIDENT; GLENN ALAN EDWARDS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000   BOND: $10,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL

165 CONTINENTAL PAINTING AND DECORATING INC CHICAGO, IL
0071194; CONSTANCE L WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; HUGH C WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; CONSTANCE L WILLIAMS, CMS; SCOTT DOUGLAS RIEMER, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING , C-4B-WALLCOVERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

166 CONTRACT FLOORING & INTERIOR SERVICES INC SPARKS, NV
0059925; SILVANO S CASAS, PRESIDENT; SILVANO S CASAS, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL MARCH 19, 2010

167 CONTRACT FLOORING & INTERIOR SERVICES INC SPARKS, NV
0062678; SILVANO S CASAS, PRESIDENT; SILVANO S CASAS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL MARCH 19, 2010

168 CONTRACT FLOORING & INTERIOR SERVICES INC SPARKS, NV
0062681; SILVANO S CASAS, PRESIDENT; SILVANO S CASAS, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO & MARBLE); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL MARCH 19, 2010

169 COOK BROTHERS CONCRETE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0063593; GEORGE FREDRICK COOK, MANAGER; GEORGE FREDRICK COOK, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
$90,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: SHERIDAN PROJECT
170 **CORONA ELECTRIC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
PROTECTIVE SOLUTIONS INC DBA; 0069146; GREGORY LEE CRADER, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER LEEANN CRADER, SECRETARY; GREGORY LEE CRADER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #69146 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

171 **CORONA ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0069146A; GREGORY LEE CRADER, MEMBER; JENNIFER LEEANN CRADER, MEMBER; GREGORY LEE CRADER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING  
APPROVE: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING

172 **CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY LAS VEGAS, NV**  
C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA; 0056448; MICHAEL ANDREW CORONADO, MANAGER; MICHAEL ANDREW CORONADO, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NAME CHANGE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVED: CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY  
NAME CHANGE FROM: C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA CORONADO CONCRETE TO: C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY

173 **CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY LAS VEGAS, NV**  
C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA; 0072605; MICHAEL A CORONADO TRUST, MEMBER; THE HAMMER FAMILY TRUST, MEMBER; MICHAEL ANDREW CORONADO, MANAGER; MICHAEL ANDREW CORONADO, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); NAME CHANGE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVED: CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY  
NAME CHANGE FROM: C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA CORONADO CONCRETE TO: C & H CONCRETE LLC DBA CORONADO CONCRETE & MASONRY

174 **CORSAIR CONVEYOR CORP NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0043590; BRITTAN HUGH ALLEN, PRESIDENT; BRITTAN HUGH ALLEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-7B-ESCALATOR & CONVEYOR , C-7D-MOVING WALKWAY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

175 **CORTES FLOORING INC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0071556; MIGUEL CORTES-CAMPOS, PRESIDENT; MIGUEL CORTES-CAMPOS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009  
FINANCIAL REVIEW

176 **CORTES FLOORING INC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0071555; MIGUEL CORTES-CAMPOS, PRESIDENT; MIGUEL CORTES-CAMPOS, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009  
FINANCIAL REVIEW
JANUARY 28, 2010

177  COSMOS PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV
COSME JOSEPH GRIJALVA DBA; 0069800; COSME JOSEPH GRIJALVA, OWNER; COSME JOSEPH GRIJALVA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

178  CREATIVE COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES OF NEVADA INC WEST COVINA, CA
TIMOTHY JOSEPH MCCRAY, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY JOSEPH MCCRAY; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $5,000 BOND: $1,000 CLASS: C-2D LOW VOLTAGE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

179  CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION AND CARPENTRY LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071967; MICHAEL ROBERT CARON, MEMBER; MICHAEL ROBERT CARON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
F/S REVIEW

180  CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION AND CARPENTRY LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071967; MICHAEL ROBERT CARON, MEMBER; MICHAEL ROBERT CARON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED:  12/08/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR MICHAEL CARON, EFFECTIVE 03/08/10

181  CREATIVE RECREATIONAL SYSTEMS INC GOLD RIVER, CA
0072201; PAUL JOSEPH STANFEL, PRESIDENT; PAUL JOSEPH STANFEL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; FS REVIEW REQUIRED 2010

182  CREE CONCRETE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0065492; WADE NORMAN LIZOTTE, MEMBER; WADE NORMAN LIZOTTE, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
LOWER LIMIT: $50,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $5,000 BOND

183  CREICO ENTERPRISES LLC ELKO, NV
0070609; GARY EDWIN CHAPIN, MANAGER; GARY EDWIN CHAPIN, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-Sewers, Drains & Pipes, A18-FARM IRRIGATION, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
LIMIT: $400,000, CONTINGENT UPON $15,000 BOND
184 **CRITERION BROCK MILWAUKEE, OR**
CRITERION SUPPLY INC DBA; 0071169; CATHERINE SUZANNE BROCK, PRESIDENT; GEOFFREY CONOR BLAND, DIRECTOR; ANA I ANDUEZA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; KERRI WARNER SILVER, VICE PRESIDENT; TODD EDMOND NEILAN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN PATRICK BYRNE, VICE PRESIDENT; CATHERINE SUZANNE BROCK, CMS/TRADE; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

185 **CRITERION BROCK MILWAUKEE, OR**
CRITERION SUPPLY INC DBA; 0071168; CATHERINE SUZANNE BROCK, PRESIDENT; GEOFFREY CONOR BLAND, DIRECTOR; ANA I ANDUEZA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN PATRICK BYRNE, VICE PRESIDENT; KERRI WARNER SILVER, VICE PRESIDENT; TODD EDMOND NEILAN, VICE PRESIDENT; CATHERINE SUZANNE BROCK, CMS/TRADE; (C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

186 **CURLYS PLUMBING SPARKS, NV**
0026872A; DARRELL FULTON HORNING, OWNER; DARRELL FULTON HORNING, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

187 **CURTIS BROS INC RENO, NV**
0072301; DAVID CURTIS MANSFIELD, PRESIDENT; DAVID CURTIS MANSFIELD, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

188 **CURTIS BROS INC RENO, NV**
0072301; DAVID CURTIS MANSFIELD, PRESIDENT; DAVID CURTIS MANSFIELD, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
LIMIT: $750,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

189 **CUSTOM CLOSET SYSTEMS INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0067392; ALESandRO ANTONIO ARGUELLes, PRESIDENT; EMANUELE ALBERTO ARGUELLes, VICE PRESIDENT; AMANDA MICHELLE ARGUELLes, MANAGER; ALEsandRO ANTONIO ARGUELLes, TRADE; AMANDA MICHELLE ARGUELLes, CMS; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW

190 **CUSTOM IRRIGATION WINNEMUCCA, NV**
Randle LARWENCE DURANT DBA; 0074387; Randle LARWENCE DURANT, OWNER; Randle LARWENCE DURANT, CMS/TRADE; (A18-FARM IRRIGATION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A18-FARM IRRIGATION
LIMIT 200K 10K BOND CLASS A18
JANUARY  28, 2010

191  CUSTOM OPS LLC HENDERSON, NV
0074361; BRANDON MICHAEL SMITH, MANAGER; BRANDON MICHAEL SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/24/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES
APPROVE: LIMIT: $20,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-26B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

192  D & C LANDSCAPE & MAINTENANCE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
DANIEL THOMAS ANDERSON, PRESIDENT; DANIEL THOMAS ANDERSON; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/04/2010
DENY: NRS 624.264 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY & NRS 624.265 CHARACTER

193  D & L ROOFING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
DAVID GLEN SCHWEIGART, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA ANN SCHWEIGART, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA ANN SCHWEIGART, CMS; DAVID GLEN SCHWEIGART; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C15-ROOFING & SIDING
LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: 5K CLASS: C15
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS & RECEIPT OF ORIGINAL PI

194  D & R GENERAL CONTRACTING & DESIGN INC HENDERSON, NV
0056538; ROY ANDREW PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT; JOAN LYNN PHILLIPS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT MICHAEL SPRINGER, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4B-WALLCOVERING, C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING, C-4H-URETHANE COATINGS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4B-WALLCOVERING, C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING, C-4H-URETHANE COATINGS
ROBERT M. SPRINGER, QE
C4B, C, H

195  D & R GENERAL CONTRACTING & DESIGN INC HENDERSON, NV
0041551; ROY ANDREW PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT; JOAN LYNN PHILLIPS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROY ANDREW PHILLIPS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
ROY A. PHILLIPS, PRES
B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

196  D & R GENERAL CONTRACTING & DESIGN INC HENDERSON, NV
ROY ANDREW PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT; JOAN LYNN PHILLIPS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROY ANDREW PHILLIPS, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING & PLASTERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000
C17-LATHING AND PLASTERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
197  **D C NARZ CONSTRUCTION CO INDIAN WELLS, CA**  
DAVID CHRISTOPHER NARZ DBA; 0070271; DAVID CHRISTOPHER NARZ, OWNER; DAVID CHRISTOPHER NARZ, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS  

198  **D L MOORE CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0042058A; DANIEL LEE MOORE, PRESIDENT; SUSAN DENISE MOORE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DANIEL LEE MOORE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009  
$725,000 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: GLENN COLE RESIDENCE  

199  **D N A CARPENTRY RENO, NV**  
D N A FRAMING INC DBA; 0072505; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, PRESIDENT; LEE HAMLIN ZIEGLER, TREASURER; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009  
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; FS REVIEW REQUIRED 2011  

200  **D N A CARPENTRY RENO, NV**  
D N A FRAMING INC DBA; 0072505; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, PRESIDENT; LEE HAMLIN ZIEGLER, TREASURER; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); NAME CHANGE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009  
APPROVED:  D N A CARPENTRY  
NAME CHANGE FROM: D N A FRAMING INC TO: D N A FRAMING INC DBA  D N A CARPENTRY  

201  **D10 SPECIALTIES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0068078; JEFFREY M MANNING, MANAGER; PAULA LOUISE MANNING, MANAGER; JEFFREY PAUL MANNING, CMS/TRADE - 07/18/2009; (C26-INSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #68078  

202  **DARDEN CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV**  
PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC DBA; DENNIS ALLEN RANGER, MANAGER; DENNIS ALLEN RANGER; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010  
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING  
APPROVE: LIMIT: $650,000 BOND: $20,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS  
MUST CHANGE NAME  
FINANCIAL REVIEW  

203  **DARRELL G PETRAY SACRAMENTO, CA**  
0057553; DARRELL GERARD PETRAY, OWNER; DARRELL GERARD PETRAY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JANUARY 28, 2010

204 DAVID GIBSON CONTRACTOR LLC LUND, NV
THE GIBSON LIVING TRUST DATED THE 25TH DAY OF NOV 2007, MANAGING MEMBER; DAVID ARMOND GIBSON, OTHER; RENAE KAE GIBSON, OTHER; DAVID ARMOND GIBSON, CMS/TRADE; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A18-FARM IRRIGATION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A18-FARM IRRIGATION
LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: A7, 12, 15, 18

205 DAVISWHITE CORPORATION TAMPA, FL
THOMAS L DAVIS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN ERNEST WHITENWAY, VP/SECRETARY; THOMAS L DAVIS; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS
LIMIT: $995,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: A13

206 DAVISWHITE CORPORATION TAMPA, FL
THOMAS L DAVIS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN ERNEST WHITENWAY, VP/SECRETARY; THOMAS L DAVIS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: $995,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

207 DAY & NIGHT AIR SYSTEMS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
GIL GARCIA-ARELLANES, MANAGING MEMBER; JOSE MANUEL GARCIA-QUIROZ, MANAGING MEMBER; JOSE MANUEL GARCIA-QUIROZ; GIL GARCIA-ARELLANES; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND: $5,000; CLASS: C-21 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

208 DBL R CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070854; MICHELLE ANNE RINALDI, PRESIDENT; RONALD LEE KOZUCH, CMS/TRADE; MICHELLE ANNE RINALDI, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
MICHELLE RINALDI, PRES/CMS "ONLY"; RONALD KOZUCH, QE/TRADE "ONLY" B2

209 DELANEY GROUP INC (THE) GLOVERSVILLE, NY
0074326; TIMOTHY EDMUND DELANEY, PRESIDENT; KEVIN EUGENE CRAMER, VICE PRESIDENT; TINA MARIE DELANEY, SECRETARY; KEVIN EUGENE CRAMER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

210 DENNIS J CARVER MURRIETA, CA
DENNIS JOHN CARVER, OWNER; DENNIS JOHN CARVER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL

211 DENNYS ELECTRIC MESQUITE, NV
DENNIS ALVA ADAMS DBA; 0070063; DENNIS ALVA ADAMS, OWNER; DENNIS ALVA ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

212 DEPENDABLE HANDYMAN SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
RILEY DOG INC DBA; 0072220; KEVIN SCOTT MARSH, PRESIDENT; KEVIN SCOTT MARSH, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

213 DESERT BOILERS & CONTROLS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074302; SANDRA LEE HANSEN, PRESIDENT; JASON PATRICK HANSEN, SECRETARY/ TREASURER; JEFFREY MONTE HANSEN, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN PHILIP DORSEY, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN PHILIP DORSEY, CMS; GEORGE STUART HITTER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE LIMIT: $900,000  BOND: $20,000  C21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING

214 DESERT SANDS CONSTRUCTION HENDERSON, NV
R C EXCAVATING LLC DBA; 0063998; ROLAND CARL CUPP, MANAGING MEMBER; ROLAND CARL CUPP, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

215 DESIGN CONCRETE OF NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0039016; SHAWN FREDERICK RUYBAL, PRESIDENT; SHAWN FREDERICK RUYBAL, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
LIMIT: $1,700,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $30,000 BOND

216 DESIGNER & DECORATOR SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
D D S INC DBA; 0047433; MARTIN LEE WEINMANN, PRESIDENT; MARTIN LEE WEINMANN, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNNINGS & LOUVRES); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES
MARTIN LEE WEINMANN, PRES C14G
217  DIVINE CARPENTRY LLC HENDERSON, NV  
0069554; CYNTHIA ANN WATERS, MEMBER; CHRISTINE ELIZABETH FABER, MEMBER; KEITH BERNARD FABER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009  
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

218  DMAN CONSTRUCTION INC BULLHEAD CITY, AZ  
0074353; LARRY DAVID ENDLINE, PRESIDENT; LARRY DAVID ENDLINE, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS  
APPROVE: LIMIT: $350,000   BOND: $15,000  
C16-FINISHING FLOORS

219  DMAN CONSTRUCTION INC BULLHEAD CITY, AZ  
0074350; LARRY DAVID ENDLINE, PRESIDENT; LARRY DAVID ENDLINE, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING  
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000   BOND: $5,000  
C20-TILING

220  DON GARCIA EXCAVATING AND PAVING INC SO LAKE TAHOE, CA  
0056442; MICHAEL JON GARCIA, PRESIDENT; RICHARD PHILLIP GARCIA, TREASURER; MICHAEL JON GARCIA, TRADE; DANA LYN BOATWRIGHT, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
OFFICER CHANGE

221  DON VREEKEN CEMENT CONTRACTOR YUCCA, AZ  
0033417; DON LOUIS VREEKEN, OWNER; DON LOUIS VREEKEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #33417

222  DONE RIGHT RENO, NV  
YOUR HANDYMAN DBA; 0057988; JAMES HOWARD NINNEMANN, PRESIDENT; JAMES HOWARD NINNEMANN, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING , C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING , C-4E-DRYWALL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

223  DONNA HAWKINS-MILLER MINDEN, NV  
DONNA RAE HAWKINS-MILLER DBA; 0072508; DONNA RAE HAWKINS-MILLER, OWNER; DONNA RAE HAWKINS-MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #72508
### DOUBLE P CONSTRUCTION INC KAMAS, UT

0073985; PHILLIP EDWARD JUNG, PRESIDENT; ERIC STEPHEN BARBER, VICE PRESIDENT; PHILLIP EDWARD JUNG, TRADE; ERIC STEPHEN BARBER, CMS; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS
PHILLIP JUNG, PRES C14B,C,E

### DOUG LYDICK CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV

0033163; DOUGLAS PAUL LYDICK, OWNER; DOUGLAS PAUL LYDICK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

### DREW HUBBELL CONSTRUCTION S LAKE TAHOE, CA

DREW EDWARD HUBBELL DBA; 0071980; DREW EDWARD HUBBELL, OWNER; DREW EDWARD HUBBELL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 12/14/2009
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

### E & E FIRE PROTECTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV

MICHAEL RAY EVANS, MANAGER; LANCE M GRIFFITH; MICHAEL RAY EVANS, CMS/TRADE; (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS
APPROVE LIMIT: $2,100,000 BOND: $30,000 C41A AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

### E & M ENTERPRISES INC LAS VEGAS, NV

0060953; EARNEST NATHANIEL PATTON, PRESIDENT; EARNEST NATHANIEL PATTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010
TABLE FOR RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS ON LICENSE #54638

### E M Z GLASS INC HENDERSON, NV

ERIC GRANT BEAL, PRESIDENT; EDWARD MICHAEL ZACHARIAS, TREASURER; PATRICK MATEO ECHEVERRIA, SECRETARY; ERIC GRANT BEAL, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-8-GLASS & GLAZING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,000,000 BOND: $30,000; C-8 GLASS & GLAZING
JANUARY 28, 2010

230 EAGLE IRON COMPANY INC BOULDER CITY, NV
0039237; DAVID C HAWKINS, PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY ANN HAWKINS, SECRETARY/ TreasURer; KIMBERLY ANN HAWKINS, CMS; DAVID C HAWKINS, TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

231 EASYFLOW PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV
MARK LAWRENCE IPPOLITI DBA; 0056366; MARK LAWRENCE IPPOLITI, OWNER; MARK LAWRENCE IPPOLITI, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
LOWER LIMIT: $5,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $1,000 BOND

232 EBUILDING SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
BRYAN L SPERRY, MANAGER; JACK LEE REGENNITTER; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 C21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

233 EL RANCHO WEST INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0028803; DANIEL SCOTT COLETTI, PRESIDENT; CYNTHIA MAR COLETTI, VICE PRESIDENT; DANIEL SCOTT COLETTI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #28803

234 ELITE HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
A & R ELITE SERVICES LLC DBA 0072282; RAFAEL RIOS, MANAGER; ARMONDO CHARLES MOLLINEDO JR, MANAGER; JOE DEIVY DOMINGUEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

235 ELKO SHEET METAL ELKO, NV
0021230; STEPHEN ROY BENNETT, OWNER; STEPHEN ROY BENNETT, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21C-SHEET METAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

236 ENVIRO SPECIALTY COATINGS INC RENO, NV
JOHN C RUDOLPH, PRESIDENT; JERALD DEAN MARVIN, DIRECTOR; JERALD DEAN MARVIN; JOHN C RUDOLPH; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000 C4A-PAINTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

237  ENVISION TILE & STONE RENO, NV
CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS DBA: 0069745; CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS, OWNER; CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW WITH FINANCIAL STATEMENT IN 2010

238  EXCEL MAINTENANCE SERVICES INC PRAIRIEVILLE, LA
DAVID EUGENE ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM MORTIMER KNOBLES JR, SECRETARY/TREASURER; SCOTT JAMES CEDOTAL; LESLIE BYRON MCMORRIS; CHIVAS REGAL JULIAN; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: 30K  CLASS: C2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

239  EXCEL MAINTENANCE SERVICES INC PRAIRIEVILLE, LA
DAVID EUGENE ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM MORTIMER KNOBLES JR, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CHIVAS REGAL JULIAN; SCOTT JAMES CEDOTAL; (A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING
LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: 30K  CLASS: A14 & A20
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

240  EXTREME AUTOMATION INC HENDERSON, NV
0067124; STEPHEN LOUIS IANNONE, PRESIDENT; ELIZABETH MARIE IANNONE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; STEPHEN LOUIS IANNONE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

241  F C I CA INC BOISE, ID
GLEN DONALD FARRELL, MEMBER; GLEN DONALD FARRELL, CMS/TRADE; (C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/08/2010
DENY: NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

242  F C R CONSTRUCTION INC WASHOE VALLEY, NV
0048678A; PEPPER OBLEO FREYMAN, PRESIDENT; PEPPER OBLEO FREYMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

243  FAIRLESS LANDSCAPE & DESIGN LLC HENDERSON, NV
0072866; RONALD JACK FAIRLESS, MANAGER; RICHARD NEILL TREVOR ROBERTS, MANAGER; RONALD JACK FAIRLESS, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Person(s)</th>
<th>License Class</th>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Bond Amount</th>
<th>Contingent Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0059958</td>
<td>FAJARDO'S POOL PLASTERING INC</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>MARIA LUISA CORONA-AVILES, HUGO FAJARDO-TORRES, ROGELIO VERDUGO CORONA</td>
<td>C17B-PLASTERING</td>
<td>New Application</td>
<td>12/28/2009</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>Contingent upon passing required trade exam within 60 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0059958</td>
<td>FARRELL CONTRACTORS INC</td>
<td>BOISE, ID</td>
<td>GLEN DONALD FARRELL, GLEN DONALD FARRELL</td>
<td>C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES</td>
<td>Voluntary Surrender</td>
<td>12/18/2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0058117</td>
<td>FIELD TURF OF NEVADA LLC</td>
<td>HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>FRANK ANTHONY STRNAD SR, FRANK ANTHONY STRNAD SR</td>
<td>C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING</td>
<td>Broadening of Classification</td>
<td>12/17/2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contingent upon passing trade exam within 60 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0058117</td>
<td>FIELD TURF OF NEVADA LLC</td>
<td>HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>HAROLD JEROME RODGERS, LINDA RENE DEVRIEZE</td>
<td>C41-FIRE PROTECTION</td>
<td>Change of Officer/Member/Manager</td>
<td>12/18/2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0067619</td>
<td>FIRST AMERICANS RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN HOLOMAN MCCOY, JOHN HOLOMAN MCCOY</td>
<td>C-3-CARPENTRY</td>
<td>Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>01/08/2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
250  **FIVE STAR BUILDERS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**
JASON EVERT LYBBERT, MEMBER; JASON EVERT LYBBERT; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: $10,000  B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS MUST CHANGE NAME RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME FILING

251  **FLOORS BY ORTIZ ELKO, NV**
JUVENTINO ORTIZ DBA; 0069550; JUVENTINO GONZALEZ ORTIZ, OWNER; DEBBIE KAY WILSON, CMS; JUVENTINO GONZALEZ ORTIZ, TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW Tabled DATE: 12/01/2009 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING SCHEDULED FOR 2/25/10

252  **FLOORS R US RENO, NV**
MARTIN CUELLAR MAGANA DBA; 0071186; MARTIN CUELLAR-MAGANA, OWNER; MARTIN CUELLAR-MAGANA, TRADE; ANGEL CUELLAR, CMS; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS , C16D-CARPET LAYING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW Tabled DATE: 12/17/2009 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING SCHEDULED FOR 2/25/10

253  **FLUOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES INC IRVING, TX**
0070234; KIRK DAVID GRIMES, PRESIDENT; CARLOS MANUEL HERNANDEZ, VP/SECRETARY; DOUGLAS MICHAEL STEUERT, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; BRUCE ALLEN MOORE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009 OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

254  **FLUOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES INC IRVING, TX**
0070258; KIRK DAVID GRIMES, PRESIDENT; CARLOS MANUEL HERNANDEZ, VP/SECRETARY; DOUGLAS MICHAEL STEUERT, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; J WARNE CARTER III, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009 OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

255  **FOAM INSULATION SOLUTIONS RENO, NV**
SANDY FLAT PROPERTIES LLC DBA; 0072215; AARON JACOB SILVERMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; KEITH LEE CAPURRO, MEMBER; CHARLES EUGENE OPPIO, MEMBER; AARON JACOB SILVERMAN, CMS/TRADE; JAMES DUANE HARBEBARGER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009 APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #72215

256  **FOREST CITY COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION CO INC CLEVELAND, OH**
0038840; JOGINDER SINGH, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT GERARD O'BRIEN, TREASURER; ALBERTO MACHINENA, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009 OFFICER CHANGE
257  **FOUR QUEENS HOTEL & CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV**  
FOUR QUEENS INC DBA; 0008939; TERRY L CAUDILL, PRESIDENT; JAMES EDWARD MUELLER, CMS/TRADE - 12/23/2009; (E-2-OWNER EXCEEDING 3 STORIES); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009  
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL MARCH 23, 2010

258  **FRANCIS COMPANY INC HENDERSON, NV**  
0072320; JOHN YAACOUB HANNA, PRESIDENT; DIANA MARIE HANNA, SECRETARY; JOHN YAACOUB HANNA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

259  **FRANK IOVINO & SONS MASONRY INC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0020977A; FRANK IOVINO, PRESIDENT; CARMEN IOVINO, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANCES AIVAZ, SECRETARY/TREASURER; FRANK IOVINO, CMS/TRADE; CARMEN IOVINO, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009  
$2,000,000  
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: SEVEN HILLS MASTER ASSOCIATION

260  **FREY BUILT CONSTRUCTION INC DBA RENO, NV**  
0067088; RYAN JUSTIN FREY, PRESIDENT; ANGELA KAYE FREY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RYAN JUSTIN FREY, TRADE; ANGELA KAYE FREY, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

261  **G & G SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS INC PHOENIX, AZ**  
CHRISTINE WEI WANG, PRESIDENT; CHARLES ELMER GOODBALLET, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES SCOTT GOODBALLET, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA LYNN GOODBALLET, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CHARLES ELMER GOODBALLET, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL  
LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: $30K  CLASS: B2  CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING PHOTO I.D.

262  **G L A MORRIS CONSTRUCTION INC TRUCKEE, CA**  
0068523; JOSEPH FREDERICK MORRIS, PRESIDENT; THOMAS WAYNE GROSSMAN, SECRETARY; JOSEPH FREDERICK MORRIS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010  
FS WITHIN 30 DAYS OR SET FOR FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING
JANUARY 28, 2010

263 G P CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV
0071697; NATHANAL WARD PEARSON, MEMBER; ANGELA LEE GOSNELL, MEMBER; MATTHEW RICHARD GOSNELL, MEMBER; MATTHEW RICHARD GOSNELL, TRADE; NATHANAL WARD PEARSON, CMS; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009
LIMIT: $450,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

264 G P CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV
0071697; NATHANAL WARD PEARSON, MEMBER; ANGELA LEE GOSNELL, MEMBER; MATTHEW RICHARD GOSNELL, MEMBER; MATTHEW RICHARD GOSNELL, TRADE; NATHANAL WARD PEARSON, CMS; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
$650,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: HOLLYWOOD REGIONAL PARK AQUATIC CENTER

265 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC RENO, NV
0051845B; GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 01/04/2010
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

266 GCON INC PHOENIX, AZ
MICHAEL THOMAS GODBEHERE, PRESIDENT; GABRIEL TIMOTHY GAVRIILIDIS, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL STEVEN SHUTT, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHRYN STOKES, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GABRIEL TIMOTHY GAVRIILIDIS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $5,000,000 BOND: $50,000
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

267 GEA POWER COOLING INC LAKEWOOD, CO
0074378; RICHARD DENNIS HEBERT, PRESIDENT; SHELBY LEIGH KATZ, SECRETARY; CYNTHIA JURAN WERGES, TREASURER; STEVEN FREDERICK BECKMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); IS DESIGNATED FOR COOLING TOWERS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED IS DESIGNATED FOR COOLING TOWERS ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; A-22 DESIGNATED FOR COOLING TOWERS ONLY

268 GEEK SQUAD RICHFIELD, MN
BEST BUY STORES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DBA; 0060956; BRADBURY HILDING ANDERSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BBC PROPERTY CO, GENERAL PARTNER; BBC INVESTMENTS, LIMITED PARTNER; JOSEPH MICHAEL JOYCE, VICE PRESIDENT; CHRIS DANIEL BLANCHETTE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
STEVEN PRESTON, QE/CMS/TRADE
C2D
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
JANUARY 28, 2010

269  **GEFCO INC**
0070074; GEORGE EDWIN FELKER, PRESIDENT; GEORGE EDWIN FELKER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

270  **GENESIS MODERN MILLWORK COMPANY LLC RENO, NV**
STUART CRAIG ENOCK, MANAGING MEMBER; MARIA VIDAL VELAQUEZ, MEMBER; STUART CRAIG ENOCK; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/08/2010
NRS 624.265 CHARACTER

271  **GENOA PEAK ELECTRIC INC CARSON CITY, NV**
0069774; DAVID ROSCOE VASSAR, PRESIDENT; MARIAN ELOWES VASSAR, SECRETARY/ TREASURER; DAVID ROSCOE VASSAR, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

272  **GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR DBA HENDERSON, NV**
GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR, OWNER; GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR, TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 12/14/2009
NRS 624.265 CHARACTER
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

273  **GERARDO & SONS LANDSCAPING INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0072061; GERARDO RODRIGUEZ-MEDINA, PRESIDENT; FRANCISCO JAVIER RODRIGUEZ, SECRETARY; FRANCISCO JAVIER RODRIGUEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

274  **GILLESPIE PRUDHON & ASSOCIATES INC CLACKAMAS, OR**
0056787; E ROBIN SMYTH, PRESIDENT; E ROBIN SMYTH, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #56787 WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $400,000, CONTINGENT UPON $15,000 BOND AND RENEWAL APPLICATION

275  **GIMLI IRONWORKS INC MINDEN, NV**
0069457; LISA MARIA HOYT, PRESIDENT; JAMES ALBERT VALDEZ, TRADE; LISA MARIA HOYT, CMS; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #69457
JANUARY 28, 2010

276 GLOBAL ISLAND INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056425; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, TREASURER;
STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR FIRE
& FOG EFFECT, WATERFALLS, MIST SYSTEMS & WATER SCREENS ONLY; FINANCIAL STATEMENT
REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $4,900,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

277 GLOBAL ISLAND INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056563; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, TREASURER;
STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS, A14-STEEL
ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR CABANAS,
WATER FEATURES, REFLECTION PONDS, ISLAND PRODUCTS ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT
INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
$7,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT:
HOLLYWOOD REGIONAL PARK AQUATIC CENTER

278 GLOBAL ISLAND INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056425; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, TREASURER;
STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR FIRE
& FOG EFFECT, WATERFALLS, MIST SYSTEMS & WATER SCREENS ONLY; REMOVAL OF
INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
APPROVED: 10/07/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS STEPHEN & ASHLEY DONNELLY, EFFECTIVE 01/05/10

279 GLOBAL ISLAND INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056563; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, TREASURER;
STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS, A14-STEEL
ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR CABANAS,
WATER FEATURES, REFLECTION PONDS, ISLAND PRODUCTS ONLY; FINANCIAL STATEMENT
REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $4,900,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

280 GLOBAL PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0055534; ASHLEY ANNE DONNELLY, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, TREASURER;
STEPHEN BRYAN DONNELLY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT
REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $5,000,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

281 GODFREY EXCAVATION TONOPAH, NV
0026798; GARY LEE GODFREY, OWNER; TERRI ELLEN GODFREY, CMS; GARY LEE GODFREY,
TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #26798 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW
LICENSE
JANUARY 28, 2010

282 GOLD STAR INSULATION LP MCCLELLAN, CA
0071694; GOLD INSULATION INC, GENERAL PARTNER; WILLIAM WALLACE JENKINS, OTHER; FRANK MICHAEL SCHOSSLER, OTHER; INSTALLED BUILDING PRODUCTS LLC, LIMITED PARTNER; KENNETH EDWARD SHELDON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71694

283 GOLD STAR INSULATION LP MCCLELLAN, CA
0071693; GOLD INSULATION INC, GENERAL PARTNER; WILLIAM WALLACE JENKINS, PRESIDENT; FRANK MICHAEL SCHOSSLER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; INSTALLED BUILDING PRODUCTS LLC, LIMITED PARTNER; KENNETH EDWARD SHELDON, CMS/TRADE; (C39-INSTALLING HEATERS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71693

284 GOODWEST RUBBER CORPORATION CUCAMONGA, CA
0013257; LARRY RAY SEARS, PRESIDENT; FLYNN WILLIAM SEARS, VICE PRESIDENT; CAROL LYNN SEARS, SECRETARY; LARRY RAY SEARS, CMS/TRADE; (A-3-DAMS AND RESERVOIRS); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #13257 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

285 GOODWEST RUBBER LININGS INC RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA
RYAN MICHAEL SEARS, PRESIDENT; CAROL LYNN SEARS, SECRETARY; LARRY RAY SEARS, TREASURER; LARRY RAY SEARS, CMS/TRADE; (A3-DAMS & RESERVOIRS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-3-DAMS AND RESERVOIRS
LIMIT: $950,000  BOND: 20K  CLASS: A3

286 GREAT BASIN PLUMBING & MECHANICAL HENDERSON, NV
ALL SEASONS INTERIOR & EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE INC DBA; 0071381; HEATH EDMUND PYLES, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA RANDALL SCOTT, TREASURER; MICHAEL LINN NILSON, CMS/TRADE - 10/29/2009; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 8, 2010

287 GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054029; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

288 GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054031; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Change Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>289</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054030; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION &amp; AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>12/09/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054532; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>12/09/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054531; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>12/09/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>GREAT INDOORS (THE) HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL</td>
<td>SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO DBA; 0054032; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING &amp; HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>12/09/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>293</td>
<td>GREATER NEVADA PLANNING INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>GREATER NEVADA PLANNING INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0065741; MARK MERRILL SABRAW, PRESIDENT; SHARON PEARL TYNER-SABRAW, VICE PRESIDENT; MARK MERRILL SABRAW, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE</td>
<td>12/29/2009</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>GREEN SCENE LAWN CARE FERNLEY, NV</td>
<td>GREEN SCENE LAWN CARE FERNLEY, NV</td>
<td>JAI LEE PARKER DBA; 0072051; JAI LEE PARKER, OWNER; JAI LEE PARKER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>12/08/2009</td>
<td>APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>GREEN WITH ENVY N LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>GREEN WITH ENVY N LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>RONALD ANTHONY SIMON DBA; 0069743; RONALD ANTHONY SIMON, OWNER; RONALD ANTHONY SIMON, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>12/01/2009</td>
<td>FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JANUARY  28, 2010

296  GROPP ELECTRIC INC SPOKANE, WA
0072534; TAD AARON GROPP, PRESIDENT; TAD AARON GROPP, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #72534

297  GROUND F X CUSTOM CONCRETE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0069271; PETE CRUZ RUZ JR, MANAGER; PETE CRUZ RUZ JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #69271

298  GROWING PLANET BUILDERS LLC MESQUITE, NV
0069884; ASMA HABIB, MANAGER; MAQSOOD UL WAIN, MANAGER; MAQSOOD UL WAIN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

299  GROWTH INDUSTRIES LLC RENO, NV
0057987; JAMES CARY LINSCHOTT, MEMBER; JULIE ANN LINSCHOTT, MEMBER; JAMES CARY LINSCHOTT, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO INSTALLATION OF INTERLOCKING PAVERS ONLY; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #57987

300  GROWTH INDUSTRIES LLC RENO, NV
0051084; JIM C LINSCHOTT, MEMBER; JULIE A LINSCHOTT, MEMBER; JIM C LINSCHOTT, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #51084

301  GUARANTEED AIR LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0068306; WILLIAM JOSEPH LEABO, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM JOSEPH LEABO, CMS/TRADE; (C-1H-WATER HEATERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

302  GUARANTEED AIR LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0068384; WILLIAM JOSEPH LEABO, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM JOSEPH LEABO, CMS/TRADE; (C21A-REFRIGERATION, C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

303  H B I CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED NEWPORT BEACH, CA
0051398; PETER JAMES LAST, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ANTHONY DEMARIE, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ANTHONY DEMARIE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: H B I CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED
NAME CHANGE FROM: H B I INCORPORATED TO: H B I CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED
**CONSENT AGENDA**

**RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS**

---

**JANUARY 28, 2010**

**304 H M P CONSTRUCTION TRUCKEE, CA**

HERNAN MARTIN PUGA DBA; 0072019; HERNAN MARTIN PUGA, OWNER; HERNAN MARTIN PUGA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #72019

**305 H M P CONSTRUCTION TRUCKEE, CA**

HERNAN MARTIN PUGA DBA; 0072019; HERNAN MARTIN PUGA, OWNER; HERNAN MARTIN PUGA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

**306 H P COMMUNICATIONS INC CORONA, CA**

0068308; NICHOLAS LEWIS GOLDMANN, PRESIDENT; NICHOLAS LEWIS GOLDMANN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009

OFFICER CHANGE

**307 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY LAS VEGAS INC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0069920; TODD ANTHONY NIGRO, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; DIANE FRANCES FEARON, VICE PRESIDENT; ROGER EUGENE UNGER JR, SECRETARY; GARY MICHAEL JOHNSON, TREASURER; CHESTER DALUS YARBROUGH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009

FINANCIAL REVIEW

**308 HALE FLOOR SERVICE LLC SANDY, UT**

JEFFREY HIGGINS HALE, MANAGER; SONIA SHUMAN HALE, MANAGER; JEFFREY HIGGINS HALE; (C26C-FLOORS OF GYMNASIUMS); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010

APPROVED: CLASS: C26C-FLOORS OF GYMNASIUMS

APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000  BOND: $10,000  C26C FLOORS OF GYMNASIUMS

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING

**309 HAMILL ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0055349; BOB B HAMILL, MEMBER; MARY J HAMILL, MEMBER; BOB B HAMILL, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

**310 HAMS HEATING AIR CONDITIONING AND MECHANICAL SERVICES WINNEMUCCA, NV**

ERIC FRANKLIN HAM DBA; 0072886; ERIC FRANKLIN HAM, OWNER; ERIC FRANKLIN HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009

FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
311 HAMS HEATING AIR CONDITIONING AND MECHANICAL SERVICES WINNEMUCCA, NV
ERIC FRANKLIN HAM DBA; 0072686; ERIC FRANKLIN HAM, OWNER; ERIC FRANKLIN HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
LIMIT: $300,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: NEWMONT LONE TREE MINE LAB HEATING

312 HANDIEST MAN (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
KEVIN E KUNST DBA; 0069820; KEVIN EDWIN KUNST, OWNER; KEVIN EDWIN KUNST, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW

313 HARMONY IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGNS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0034883A; NOELLE SORELL, PRESIDENT; NOELLE SORELL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/04/2009
$300,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT:
ROOF REPLACEMENT - BIEGGER ESTATES

314 HELIOPOWER INC MURRIETA, CA
0071111; ROY GEORGE DOUGLAS, PRESIDENT; IAN CLIFFORD ROGOFF, TREASURER; MAURICE JACOB ROUSSO, SECRETARY; THOMAS ALAN MILLHOFF, DIRECTOR; JOHN MICHAEL BARTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
F/S REVIEW
*MUST PROVIDE COMPLETED BANK VERIFICATION FORMS WITHIN 10 DAYS OR SET FOR
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

315 HERITAGE DISTRIBUTION ENTERPRISES LAS VEGAS, NV
TEEPLES INVESTMENTS LLC DBA; 0072229; MATTHEW BRUCE TEEPLES, MANAGER; PETER GEORGE ANDERSEN, MANAGER; BRUCE M TEEPLES, MANAGER; MATTHEW BRUCE TEEPLES, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: HERITAGE DISTRIBUTION ENTERPRISES
NAME CHANGE FROM: TEEPLES INVESTMENTS LLC TO: TEEPLES INVESTMENTS LLC DBA HERITAGE DISTRIBUTION ENTERPRISES

316 HERITAGE DISTRIBUTION ENTERPRISES LAS VEGAS, NV
TEEPLES INVESTMENTS LLC DBA; 0072229; MATTHEW BRUCE TEEPLES, MANAGER; PETER GEORGE ANDERSEN, MANAGER; BRUCE M TEEPLES, MANAGER; MATTHEW BRUCE TEEPLES, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

317 HERITAGE POOL PLASTERING INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0052122; MARTIN JOHN KNIGHT, PRESIDENT; EDNA ROSE CORLEY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MARTIN JOHN KNIGHT, CMS/TRADE; (C17B-PLASTERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/04/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Business Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>License Number</th>
<th>Owner(s)</th>
<th>Trade(s)</th>
<th>Class(s)</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>Heritage Pool Plastering Inc</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0071754</td>
<td>Martin John Knight, President; Edna Rose Corley, Secretary/Treasurer;</td>
<td>Maintenance Repair of Pools &amp; Spas; Change</td>
<td>C-3-Carpentry</td>
<td>12/04/2009</td>
<td>Officer Change; Financial Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Martin John Knight, CMS/Trade</td>
<td>of Officer/Member/Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>Hernandez Lawn Care &amp; Landscaping</td>
<td>Sparks, NV</td>
<td>0072358</td>
<td>Gabino Murillo Hernandez, Owner; Gabino Murillo Hernandez, Trade; Maria</td>
<td>Concrete Contracting; C-5 Limited to Decorative</td>
<td>C5 Limited to Decorative Concrete Curb</td>
<td>12/08/2009</td>
<td>Financial Statement Review; Financial Statement Required in 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DeJesus Hernandez-Chavez, CMS, (C-5-Concrete Contracting); C5 Limited to</td>
<td>Concrete Curbing Only; Financial Statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decorative Concrete Curbing Only; Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>Statement Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Hi Con Inc</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0074215</td>
<td>Grigor Gevorkian, President; Aghavni Gevorkian, Secretary; Grigor</td>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>C-3-Carpentry</td>
<td>12/01/2009</td>
<td>Approved: Class: C-3-Carpentry; Approve: Limit: $950,000 Bond: $20,000; C-3 Carpentry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gevorkian, CMS/Trade; (C-3-Carpentry); New Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secretary; Christopher Paul Burgarello, CMS/Trade; (C-2C-Fire Detection, C-2D-</td>
<td>Voltage); Change/Addition Q.I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trade Exams within 60 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Voltage); Change/Addition Q.I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>Holland Construction LLC</td>
<td>Reno, NV</td>
<td>0069854</td>
<td>Paul Holland, Managing Member; Alana Marie Holland, Managing Member;</td>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>C-3-Carpentry</td>
<td>01/08/2010</td>
<td>Financial Responsibility Hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Holland, CMS/Trade; (C-3-Carpentry); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tabled Date: 01/08/2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>Honest Abe the Reliable Roofer</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0054563</td>
<td>First Quality Roofing &amp; Tile, President; Jerry Leon David, Treasurer;</td>
<td>Roofing &amp; Siding; Name Change</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/04/2010</td>
<td>Table Pending Resolution of Open Complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Scott Butler, Trade; Jerry Leon David, Trade; Jeffrey D Stewart,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMS; (C15-Roofing &amp; Siding); Name Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>Hopster Construction LLC</td>
<td>Henderson, NV</td>
<td>0072052</td>
<td>Richard Dale Hopster, Managing Member; Richard Dale Hopster,</td>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>(B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>12/02/2009</td>
<td>Financial Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Financial Statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

325 HOSPITALITY RENOVATION SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
PHILIP GLEN FRIEDBERG, MANAGING MEMBER; FRANK CINCOTTO, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $8,000,000 BOND: $50,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING
PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

326 HOYCO CONSTRUCTION INC HENDERSON, NV
0058512; LINDA KATHLEEN HOY, PRESIDENT; JANICE ELLIOT HOY, SECRETARY; LINDA KATHLEEN HOY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

327 HYDRO ARCH HENDERSON, NV
0034994; INGRID MICHELSON, PRESIDENT; WOLF MICHELSON, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL OLIVER MICHELSON, CMS/TRADE; WOLF MICHELSON, CMS/TRADE; (A-3-DAMS AND RESERVOIRS , A-4-BRIDGES , A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
MICHAEL OLIVER MICHELSON, QE/CMS/TRADE
A3, 4, 7

328 I C CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0040187; DAVID ABBA LEVY, PRESIDENT; DANIEL ITZCHAKI, VICE PRESIDENT; NATALIE HETLY, SECRETARY; DAVID ABBA LEVY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

329 I R BUILDERS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0066338; ROBERT RODRIGUEZ, MEMBER; ISIS EDEN RODRIGUEZ, MEMBER; ROBERT RODRIGUEZ, TRADE; ISIS EDEN RODRIGUEZ, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B4-SERVICE STATIONS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009
LIMIT: $500,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

330 ICE CUBE AIR INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067857; SUSAN LYNNE JAMES, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN BRADLEY MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

331 IMEDCO AMERICA LTD NOBLESVILLE, IN
IMEDCO AG, GENERAL PARTNER; ROBERT SCHWEIZER, OTHER; ALEX LANZ; MICHAEL JEFFREY KRACHON; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C40-UNCLASSIFIED DESIGNATED FOR RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING ONLY
LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: C40-RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING ONLY
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF PARTNERSHIP INDEMNIFICATION AND RESOLUTION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Applications and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDEPENDENT CONCRETE INC RENO, NV</td>
<td>RENO, NV</td>
<td>Approval date: 12/08/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEPENDENT CONCRETE INC RENO, NV</td>
<td>RENO, NV</td>
<td>Approval date: 12/08/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNERARITY MARBLE LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>RENO, NV</td>
<td>Damon Roy Innerarity DBA, Damon Roy Innerarity, Owner; Damon Roy Innerarity, CMS/Trade; (C20-Tiling); New Application; Reconsideration. Approval date: 01/08/2010. Tabled date: 01/08/2010. Outcome of board hearing scheduled 02/24/2010. Approval date: 01/05/2010. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT LLC DBA LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Richard Pete De Witte Jr, Managing Member; Benjamin Elton Welch, CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Financial Statement Review. Approval date: 01/05/2010. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT LLC DBA LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Richard Pete De Witte Jr, Managing Member; Richard Pete De Witte Jr, CMS/Trade; (C10-Landscape Contracting); Financial Statement Review. Approval date: 01/05/2010. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOVATIVE LANDSCAPE LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>RENO, NV</td>
<td>Albert Allen Jesky, Manager; Michele T Jesky, Member; Albert Allen Jesky, CMS/Trade; (C-2D-Low Voltage); Financial Statement Review. Approval date: 12/17/2009. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPHASE CONSULTING &amp; DESIGN LLC MESQUITE, NV</td>
<td>MESQUITE, NV</td>
<td>Lynn Earl Osborn, CMS/Trade; (A-General Engineering); Change of Officer/Member/Manager. Approval date: 12/30/2009. Officer Change with Renewal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRITY FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>Richard Leonard Lopez, President; Richard Leonard Lopez, CMS/Trade; (C20-Tiling); Financial Statement Review. Approval date: 12/01/2009. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRITY FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>Richard Leonard Lopez, President; Richard Leonard Lopez, CMS/Trade; (C16-Finishing Floors); Financial Statement Review. Approval date: 12/01/2009. Financial Review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL LINE BUILDERS INC TUALATIN, OR</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0070219; MICHAEL ANTHONY BASS, PRESIDENT; JOE DARYL SUTTON, VICE PRESIDENT; MARLA RAE JORDAN, VICE PRESIDENT; BRYCE D OWEN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOE DARYL SUTTON, CMS/TRADE; (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010 OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td><strong>J &amp; J STUCCO LATH AND PLASTER RENO, NV</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGELIO JIMENEZ RECENDIS DBA; 0071159; ROGELIO JIMENEZ-RECENDIS, OWNER; ROGELIO JIMENEZ-RECENDIS, TRADE; HILDA JIMENEZ, CMS; (C17-LATHING &amp; PLASTERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td><strong>J A G PLUMBING A CLOSED CORPORATION SPARKS, NV</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0060578A; JEFFREY ALAN GRAY, PRESIDENT; TAMARA SUE GRAY, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY ALAN GRAY, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td><strong>J B S DATA COMMUNICATIONS UPLAND, CA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J B S D C INC DBA; 0072125; JAMES HENRY BEZUIDENHOUT, PRESIDENT; JAMES HENRY BEZUIDENHOUT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009 FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td><strong>J G PLUMBING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0041193A; JUAN MANUEL GONZALEZ, MANAGING MEMBER; JUAN MANUEL GONZALEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING &amp; HEATING); MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010 LOWER BOND LIMIT: $10,000 -CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT $10,000 BOND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td><strong>J H M OF NEVADA INC APPLE VALLEY, CA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0072416; RICHARD WILLIAM BUNCK, PRESIDENT; RICHARD WILLIAM BUNCK, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009 FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td><strong>J J CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0074374; JOHN JANGHYON KONG, PRESIDENT; JOHN JANGHYON KONG, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td><strong>J K L DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0072243; JEFFREY KEITH LEWIS, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY KEITH LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009 APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JANUARY 28, 2010

348  J R LENNEN CONSTRUCTION INC STOCKTON, CA
     0072854; JACK ROBERT LENNEN, PRESIDENT; JODY LYNN LENNEN, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
     JACK ROBERT LENNEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE
     PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
     LIMIT: $10,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY
     OWNER
     PROJECT: FOREVER 21

349  J R M CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0069801; JOHN RONALD MAIETTA, MANAGING MEMBER; JOHN RONALD MAIETTA, CMS/TRADE;
     (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
     FINANCIAL REVIEW

350  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
     0001121G; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE,
     SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING
     & ERECTION); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
     OFFICER CHANGE

351  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
     0001121F; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE,
     SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-9-MOVEMENT OF
     BUILDINGS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
     OFFICER CHANGE

352  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
     0001121F; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE,
     SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-9-MOVEMENT OF
     BUILDINGS); MISCELLANEOUS
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
     LOWER LIMIT: $500,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

353  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
     0001121G; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE,
     SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING
     & ERECTION); MISCELLANEOUS
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
     LOWER LIMIT: $500,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

354  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
     0001121H; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE,
     SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL
     ENGINEERING); MISCELLANEOUS
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
     LOWER LIMIT: $500,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

355  JAKES CRANE RIGGING & TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL LAS VEGAS, NV
0001121H; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, PRESIDENT; LORI RENE MCGOWNE, SECRETARY/TAKEUER; ROBERT DENNIS DIELEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

356  JAMES A ROBERTS CONSTRUCTION TAHOE VISTA, CA
JAMES ANDREW ROBERTS DBA; 0072292; JAMES ANDREW ROBERTS, OWNER; JAMES ANDREW ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW WITH LOWER LIMIT TO 800K

357  JOHN ORTON EXCAVATING INC CEDAR CITY, UT
0072531; JOHN ROOTHOFF ORTON, PRESIDENT; KRISTINE ORTON, SECRETARY/TAKEUER; JOHN ROOTHOFF ORTON, CMS/TRADE; KRISTINE ORTON, CMS; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #72531 WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $1,200,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

358  JOHNSON AND TURNER PAINTING COMPANY INC STANTON, CA
0036843; DALE BODWELL, PRESIDENT; ROBERT SMITH, SECRETARY; JAMES DAVID CHESTER, VICE PRESIDENT; KENNETH JOHN CINOTTO, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

359  JONALEX CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
EUGENIO MEDINA-VAZQUEZ, PRESIDENT; KAREN P MEDINA, SECRETARY/TAKEUER; KAREN P MEDINA; EUGENIO MEDINA-VAZQUEZ; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/08/2010
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

360  JOSHUA JAMES TESTA VALENCIA, CA
0074126; JOSHUA JAMES TESTA, OWNER; JOSHUA JAMES TESTA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
LIMIT: $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

361  JUST FOR SHOW INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0073753; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JANUARY 28, 2010

362  JUST FOR SHOW INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0071542; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC
     KEITH JOSEPHS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

363  JUST FOR SHOW INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0071623; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC
     KEITH JOSEPHS, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR INSTALLATION OF
     THEATRICAL AND STAGE EQUIPMENT ONLY; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

364  JUST FOR SHOW INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0071846; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC
     KEITH JOSEPHS, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL , C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL , C14F-
     STORE FRONTS , C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

365  JUST FOR SHOW INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0071523; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC
     KEITH JOSEPHS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

366  JUSTICE CONCRETE YERINGTON, NV
     CHRISTINA DARLENE JUSTICE, PARTNER; WAYLON JASON JUSTICE, PARTNER; CHRISTINA
     DARLENE JUSTICE; WAYLON JASON JUSTICE, TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW
     APPLICATION
     DENIAL DATE: 12/01/2009
     NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

367  K A P MECHANICAL SERVICES LLC ELKO, NV
     0072637; PATRICK ALAN LICKLY, MANAGING MEMBER; JO ANN LICKLY, MANAGING MEMBER;
     PATRICK ALAN LICKLY, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT
     RAISE IN LIMIT
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
     LIMIT: $950,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

368  K A P MECHANICAL SERVICES LLC ELKO, NV
     0019147B; PATRICK ALAN LICKLY, MEMBER; JO ANN LICKLY, MEMBER; PATRICK ALAN LICKLY,
     CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
     LIMIT: $950,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

369  K C FIELDS & ASSOCIATES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0072397; KENNETH C FIELDS JR, PRESIDENT; TRACY A POLLINGER, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
     TRACY A POLLINGER, CMS; KENNETH C FIELDS JR, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING);
     INACTIVATE A LICENSE
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
     APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JANUARY 28, 2010

370 KALB INDUSTRIES OF NEVADA LTD LAS VEGAS, NV
0074345; STEVEN C KALB, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN B KALB, SECRETARY; STEVEN CRAIG KALB, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING

371 KEAR CIVIL CORPORATION PHOENIX, AZ
0071738; MARCO DOMINIC SPAGNUOLO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PLEASANT FOSSETT, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MANLEY STRAHAN, CMS/TRADE - 11/16/2009; (A-1-AIRPORTS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
MIKE FOSSETT, VP/CMS/TRADE
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

372 KEAR CIVIL CORPORATION PHOENIX, AZ
0071738; MARCO DOMINIC SPAGNUOLO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PLEASANT FOSSETT, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MANLEY STRAHAN, CMS/TRADE - 11/16/2009; (A-1-AIRPORTS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

373 KEAR CIVIL CORPORATION PHOENIX, AZ
0071738; MARCO DOMINIC SPAGNUOLO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PLEASANT FOSSETT, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MANLEY STRAHAN, CMS/TRADE - 11/16/2009; (A-1-AIRPORTS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
MIKE FOSSETT, VP/CMS/TRADE
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

374 KEENAN HOPKINS SUDER & STOWELL CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
DAVID PAUL SUDER, PRESIDENT; DENNIS ALBERT NORMAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; VICTOR JAY DUBOIS, TRADE; (C-1C-INSULATION OF PIPES & DUCTS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1C-INSULATION OF PIPES & DUCTS
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; C-1C INSULATION OF PIPES AND DUCTS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

375 KEENAN HOPKINS SUDER & STOWELL CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
DAVID PAUL SUDER, PRESIDENT; DENNIS ALBERT NORMAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; VICTOR JAY DUBOIS, TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C40-UNCLASSIFIED IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; C-40 DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
JANUARY 28, 2010

376 KENISON CONSTRUCTION INC CARSON CITY, NV
0069069; TRAVIS DANIEL KENISON, PRESIDENT; TRAVIS DANIEL KENISON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

377 KEVIN MICHAEL BROWN HEMET, CA
KEVIN MICHAEL BROWN, OWNER; KEVIN MICHAEL BROWN; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
F/S REVIEW

378 KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067558; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, MANAGING MEMBER; JUSTIN JOHN KITTRELL, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD LIN JENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC
NAME CHANGE FROM: A W S CONSTRUCTION LLC TO: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC

379 KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067556; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, MANAGING MEMBER; JUSTIN JOHN KITTRELL, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD LIN JENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC
NAME CHANGE FROM: A W S CONSTRUCTION LLC TO: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC

380 KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067555; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, MANAGING MEMBER; JUSTIN JOHN KITTRELL, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD LIN JENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JUSTIN JOHN KITTRELL, CMS; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC
NAME CHANGE FROM: A W S CONSTRUCTION LLC TO: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC

381 KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0067557; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, MANAGING MEMBER; JUSTIN JOHN KITTRELL, MANAGING MEMBER; RONALD LIN JENSEN, MANAGING MEMBER; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC
NAME CHANGE FROM: A W S CONSTRUCTION LLC TO: KITTRELL JENSEN CONTRACTORS LLC
382  **KM INDUSTRIAL INC**  
0065869; RICHARD SHARRON BARTELL, PRESIDENT; RONALD FRANCIS BIEBEL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; STEVEN TIMOTHY EDGAR, CMS/TRADE - 11/05/2009; (C-4A-PAINTING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009  
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 9, 2010

383  **KNIGHT CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT**  
0062438; CRAIG C KNIGHT, PRESIDENT; CRAIG C KNIGHT, TRADE; DONNA ANDREWS KNIGHT, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009  
LIMIT: $980,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER  
PROJECT: DISCOUNT TIRE STORE

384  **L & P INTERIORS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0069087; JOSHUA DOMINIQUE THOMAS, MANAGING MEMBER; JAMES G ECKES, CMS/TRADE - 11/23/2009; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009  
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 23, 2010

385  **L & P INTERIORS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0069088; JOSHUA DOMINIQUE THOMAS, MANAGING MEMBER; JAMES G ECKES, CMS/TRADE - 11/23/2009; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009  
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 23, 2010

386  **L & S FIRE EXTINGUISHER COMPANY PAHRUMP, NV**  
LONMAR CORPORATION DBA; 0067451; LAWRENCE MICHAEL BRENNAN, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE MICHAEL BRENNAN, CMS/TRADE; (C41B-FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

387  **LAKE COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT INC INCLINE VILLAGE, NV**  
0050992; LYNN LAWRENCE FETTERLY, PRESIDENT; LYNN LAWRENCE FETTERLY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL, B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

388  **LAKELAND COMPANY INC RATHDRUM, ID**  
0072597; DAVID MICHAEL LONG, PRESIDENT; THERESA LYNN LONG, VP/SECRETARY; THERESA LYNN LONG, CMS; DAVID MICHAEL LONG, TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

389  **LAKELAND COMPANY INC RATHDRUM, ID**  
0072596; DAVID MICHAEL LONG, PRESIDENT; THERESA LYNN LONG, VP/SECRETARY; THERESA LYNN LONG, CMS; DAVID MICHAEL LONG, TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR DECORATIVE WATER FEATURES AND FOUNTAINS; INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name of Company</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Status and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>LAN CONSTRUCTION INC ROGERS, MN</td>
<td>Rogers, MN</td>
<td>0070162; CHERYL LYNN GULLICKSON, PRESIDENT; KERRY LEE GULLICKSON, VP/TREASURER; KERRY LEE GULLICKSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>Lanco Hospitality LLC Clinton Township, MI</td>
<td>Clinton Township, MI</td>
<td>KIRT LYLE LANG, MANAGING MEMBER; KIRT LYLE LANG, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>Landmark Building Company Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0074362; BRIAN ADAM ROGERS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN ADAM ROGERS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE: LIMIT: $260,000 BOND: $15,000 B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL F/S REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393</td>
<td>Las Vegas Building and Development Corp Henderson, NV</td>
<td>Henderson, NV</td>
<td>0036780; RODGER GALE HETLAND, PRESIDENT; RODGER GALE HETLAND, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>Las Vegas Pool and Spa Care Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0067938; CRAIG A DUNKLE, PRESIDENT; CRAIG A DUNKLE, CMS/TRADE; (A10C-REPAIR OF POOLS &amp; SPAS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS &amp; SPAS CRAIG A. DUNKLE, PRES A10E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>Lawrence Homes &amp; Development Corp Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0039205; LAWRENCE JOSEPH VENTIMIGLIA, PRESIDENT; CECILIA PINILI VENTIMIGLIA, VICE PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH VENTIMIGLIA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LIMIT: $3,100,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $30,000 BOND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>LazyDayz Outdoor Kitchens &amp; Palapas LLC N Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0070895; RICKY JOSEPH MONTOYA, MANAGER; RICKY JOSEPH MONTOYA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Company Name</td>
<td>License Information</td>
<td>Approval Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td>LEAVITT CONSTRUCTION HAWTHORNE, NV</td>
<td>RODNEY LEAVITT DBA; RODNEY LEAVITT, OWNER; RODNEY LEAVITT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td>12/18/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>LEAVITTS 24 HOUR AIR LOGANDALE, NV</td>
<td>PHILIP LEAVITT DBA; 0058104; PHILIP LEAVITT, OWNER; PHILIP LEAVITT, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION &amp; AIR CONDITIONING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td>12/10/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>LIBERTY GLASS LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td>0056952; ROBERT EVAN BARNABO JR, MANAGER; ROBERT EVAN BARNABO JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS &amp; GLAZING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>12/29/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>LIGHTING DESIGN CENTER LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>LIGHTING DESIGN CENTER; 0056579; OLGA GREGORYAN, PRESIDENT; FREDRICK GREGORYAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td>12/02/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>LINDEN STEEL &amp; CONSTRUCTION INC ESCALON, CA</td>
<td>JOSEPH FRANCIS ORGON, PRESIDENT; DANIEL NEIL KILLINGSWORTH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LANCE BUCK PAUL SMITH, DIRECTOR; DANIEL NEIL KILLINGSWORTH; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td>12/18/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>LOFTCO LLC PHOENIX, AZ</td>
<td>0072075; MICHAEL AARON LOFTON, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON RUSSELL MCGINN, CMS/TRADE; MICHAEL AARON LOFTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>12/30/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403</td>
<td>LOGIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0070943; MARCOS ABEL SANCHEZ, MANAGER; DONALD D BYRD, TRADE; MARCOS ABEL SANCHEZ, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.</td>
<td>01/05/2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JANUARY 28, 2010

404  LONE PINE CONSTRUCTION LLC VIRGINIA CITY, NV
0072124; ZOE ANN CAMPBELL-CONNELL, MANAGER; LARRY ED CUNNALLY, MEMBER; LARRY ED CUNNALLY, TRADE; ZOE ANN CAMPBELL-CONNELL, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL, B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

405  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059290; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

406  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059295; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

407  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059296; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

408  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059292; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

409  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059294; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

410  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059293; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

411  LOWES H I W INC MOORESVILLE, NC
0059291; JAMES GEROW, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
OFFICER CHANGE
JANUARY 28, 2010

412 LOYD MILLER CONTRACTING LAS VEGAS, NV
0058285; LOYD WAYNE MILLER, OWNER; LOYD WAYNE MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY);
INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

413 LUNDAHL BUILDING SYSTEMS INC LOGAN, UT
0067988; GREGORY TODD LUNDAHL, PRESIDENT; GREGORY TODD LUNDAHL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

414 LUSH LANDSCAPES TAHOE CITY, CA
TAHOE LANDSCAPING CO INC DBA; 0072359; ERIC ANTHONY SCHAEFER, PRESIDENT; INGRID
ELIZABETH SCHAEFER, SECRETARY; ERIC ANTHONY SCHAEFER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
F/S REVIEW WITH LOWER LIMIT TO $75,000

415 LUXURY BATH OF RENO RENO, NV
NORTHERN NEVADA BATH LLC DBA; 0071711; USA BATH INC A DELAWARE CORP, MEMBER;
ALAN MERLIN HANSEN, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JOHN LAUB, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; MICHAEL
RICHMOND LINK, TRADE; LEMOIN THEODORE SKILES, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY);
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71711

416 LYN TILE INC HOUSTON, TX
0042890; MEREDITH LYN FORD, PRESIDENT; MARK ANTHONY WOOD, VICE PRESIDENT; MARK
ANTHONY WOOD, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #42890

417 M & T S CONSTRUCTION SERVICE LLC BURGHILL, OH
0073180; THOMAS L VICKERS, MANAGING MEMBER; THOMAS L VICKERS, CMS; THOMAS J
SUTTON II, TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

418 M B COMPANY LLC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0070867; ALBERT MARTINEZ, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN LAWRENCE WHITTLE, MANAGER;
KATHRYN ANN MARTINEZ, MANAGER; ALBERT MARTINEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C14H-AWNINGS &
LOUVRES); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010
RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINT ON LIC #57000A

419 M G CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
MITCH G HOLLE, PRESIDENT; MITCH G HOLLE, CMS/TRADE; (C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING
PLAYGROUNDS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS
APPROVE LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 C25 FENCING AND EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Name Change Details</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>M I G WEST INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name Change</td>
<td>12/16/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>M I G WEST INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name Change</td>
<td>12/16/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422</td>
<td>M I G WEST INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name Change</td>
<td>12/16/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>M I G WEST INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name Change</td>
<td>12/16/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY  28, 2010

426  M P C CONTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL LLC  CHICAGO, IL
BENJAMIN  BEILER, MANAGER; DAVID ROBERT ULRICH; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22-
UNCLASSIFIED LIMITED TO INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF INDUSTRIAL GEO MEMBRANE LINERS
& FLOATING COVERS; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING  A22-UNCLASSIFIED LIMITED TO INSTALLATION
AND REPAIR OF INDUSTRIAL GEO MEMBRANE LINERS & FLOATING COVERS
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50,000
A22-UNCLASSIFIED LIMITED TO INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF GEO MEMBRANE LINERS AND
FLOATING COVERS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF SECRETARY OF STATE DOCUMENTS

427  M P GARCIA LLC  RENO, NV
MANUEL  GARCIA JR, MANAGER; MANUEL  GARCIA JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &
DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
LIMIT: $20,000   BOND: 5K   CLASS: C4
FINANCIAL REVIEW

428  M T INSTALLATIONS INC  VISTA, CA
0072655; DEBORAH ANN KAMMERER, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM SCOTT KAMMERER, VICE
PRESIDENT; WILLIAM SCOTT KAMMERER, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE);
INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

429  M W H  CONSTRUCTORS INC  BROOMFIELD, CO
0069758; JOSEPH DANIEL ADAMS JR, PRESIDENT; BLAIR MICHAEL LAVOIE, VICE PRESIDENT;
JOSEPH  WILLICH JR, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES DAVID BRENNAN, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN
GEORGE CABROL, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN NICHOLAS CEVAAL, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN
JOHN-CHARLES GARSON, VP/TREASURER; MICHAEL PIERCE HOLT SR, VICE PRESIDENT;
LAWRENCE PHILIP JOHNSON, VICE PRESIDENT; LARRY ALLEN LAWS, VICE PRESIDENT;
MICHAEL  DONNELLY, SECRETARY; THOMAS GENE PAYNE, ASSISTANT TREASURER; JOHN
THOMAS SKINNER, ASSISTANT TREASURER; JOHN NICHOLAS CEVAAL, CMS; BLAIR MICHAEL
LAVOIE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

430  MAINTENANCE MASTERS INC  LAS VEGAS, NV
VICTOR  MIRANDA-VEGA, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TREASURER; SKYLER ALAN
OVERHOLTS, SECRETARY; SKYLER ALAN OVERHOLTS; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN; (C-3-
CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000   BOND: $5,000   C3 CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW
431 MAINTENANCE MASTERS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
VICTOR MIRANDA-VEGA, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TREASURER; SKYLER ALAN
OVERHOLTS, SECRETARY; VICTOR MIRANDA-VEGA; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR
CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000 BOND: $5,000 C21 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

432 MAJESTIC FLOORING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072238; SILVIA M ALVARADO CORDOVA, MANAGER; ROY VINCENT ERICKSON JR, CMS/TRADE;
(C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

433 MAJESTIC FLOORING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072239; SILVIA M ALVARADO CORDOVA, MANAGER; ROY VINCENT ERICKSON JR, CMS/TRADE;
(C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

434 MARCOR ENVIRONMENTAL LP HUNT VALLEY, MD
0074324; MARCOR ENVIRONMENTAL GP INC, GENERAL PARTNER; DAVID ANTHONY JUNGERS,
PRESIDENT; BLAINE ROBERT FROST, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED , A23-REMOVAL OF
ASBESTOS); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND TANK INSTALLATION & REMOVAL ONLY;
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED , A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR
UNDERGROUND TANK INSTALLATION & REMOVAL ONLY
LIMIT: $1,000,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: A22, A23-A22-DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND
TANK INSTALLATION & REMOVAL ONLY; MUST CHANGE NAME

435 MARSH SULLIVAN CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072849; TAMMY LYNNE MARSH, MEMBER; RAYMOND WILSON MARSH, MEMBER; RAYMOND
WILSON MARSH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL
STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

436 MARSH SULLIVAN CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072849; TAMMY LYNNE MARSH, MEMBER; RAYMOND WILSON MARSH, MEMBER; RAYMOND
WILSON MARSH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN
LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
LIMIT: $950,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000
437  MARTINEZ LAWN SERVICE LAS VEGAS, NV
TEODULO MARTINEZ-RIOS, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE J PIATT; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $5,000  BOND: $1,000  C10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
MUST CHANGE NAME
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME FILING
FINANCIAL REVIEW

438  MCALVAIN CONSTRUCTION INC BOISE, ID
MCALVAIN CONSTRUCTION INC BOISE, ID
0045317; TORRANCE ALFRED MCALVAIN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; CHARLES WILLIAM GRAVES, PRESIDENT; RONALD WAYNE HATCH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; TORRANCE ALFRED MCALVAIN, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
TORRANCE ALFRED MCALVAIN, PRES/CMS/TRADE
B
CONTIGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

439  M & W CONSTRUCTORS DBA; DAVID IRVING WOOTEN, PRESIDENT; THOMAS CARPENTER MCARTHUR, TREASURER; SCOTT THOMAS MCARTHUR; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: $50,000 CLASS: C-14 STEEL REINFORCING AND ERECTION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

440  M & W CONSTRUCTORS DBA; DAVID IRVING WOOTEN, PRESIDENT; THOMAS CARPENTER MCARTHUR, TREASURER; SCOTT THOMAS MCARTHUR; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: C-5 CONCRETE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

441  M & W CONSTRUCTORS DBA; DAVID IRVING WOOTEN, TREASURER; THOMAS CARPENTER MCARTHUR, TREASURER; SCOTT THOMAS MCARTHUR; (A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING
APPROVE: UNLIMTED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A-20 INDUSTRIAL PIPING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE

442  MCBEE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
MCBEE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0043837; LEE BANNING BEEBE, PRESIDENT; LEE BANNING BEEBE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

443  MC BEE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     0033118; LEE BANNING BEEBE, PRESIDENT; LEE BANNING BEEBE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
     OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

444  MCMILLEN LLC BOISE, ID
     MARA RENE MCMILLEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON RAY STARNER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
     APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,700,000 BOND: $30,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

445  MCMILLEN LLC BOISE, ID
     MARA RENE MCMILLEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON RAY STARNER; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING, A18-FARM IRRIGATION); NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
     APPROVED: CLASS: A7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A18-FARM IRRIGATION
     APPROVE: LIMIT: $5,000,000 BOND: $50,000; A-7 EXCAVATING & GRADING AND A-18 FARM IRRIGATION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

446  METRO PLUMBING & HVAC DEPARTMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
     NICHOLAS MAXIE GABER II, PRESIDENT; NICHOLAS MAXIE GABER; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
     APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
     APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
     APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000
     C1D-PLUMBING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
     F/S REVIEW

447  METROPOLITAN HOMES LAS VEGAS, NV
     METHOMES INC DBA: 0058677; CARLOS V ESCAPA, PRESIDENT; CARLOS V ESCAPA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); MISCELLANEOUS
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009
     LIMIT: $200,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND TO BE EFFECTIVE AS OF 12/19/2009

448  MICHAEL ANTHONY SICA STATEN ISLAND, NY
     0072268; MICHAEL ANTHONY SICA, OWNER; MICHAEL ANTHONY SICA, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
     APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
     FINANCIAL REVIEW
449  MICHAEL HANJOO KIM IRVINE, CA
MICHAEL HANJOO KIM, OWNER; MICHAEL HANJOO KIM; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $270,000  BOND: $15,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
F/S REVIEW

450  MIKES FLOORING LAS VEGAS, NV
MICHAEL HADDIS DBA; 0071657; MICHAEL HADDIS, OWNER; MICHAEL HADDIS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #71657

451  MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES AMERICA INC NEW YORK, NY
0063091; HIROMICHI MORIMOTO, PRESIDENT; TOMOMICHI AIYAMA, SECRETARY; TADAAKI SASAKI, DIRECTOR; YOSHIHIRO NOGUCHI, TREASURER; DARIN JASON FRIEDMANN, OTHER; ARITADA MATSUO, TRADE; DARIN JASON FRIEDMANN, CMS; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR MONORAIL SYSTEMS ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

452  MODERN BUILDING GRANITE SUPPLY LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070903; DONG MEI DAI, MANAGING MEMBER; MEI HUA HE, MANAGING MEMBER; JOHN CHOU, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW

453  MOKOFISI CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV
SIONE SELETI MOKOFISI DBA; 0069852; SIONE SELETI MOKOFISI, OWNER; SIONE SELETI MOKOFISI, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; WITH RENEWAL
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

454  MONTGOMERY CUSTOM CABINETS INC EAGLE MOUNTAIN, UT
0074335; DARIN TODD MONTGOMERY, PRESIDENT; LESLIE FLETCHER MONTGOMERY, SECRETARY; DARIN TODD MONTGOMERY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $125,000  BOND: $10,000  C3B FINISH CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

455  MONTGOMERY VAN VLECK CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072249; CARLEY DIANE MONTGOMERY, PRESIDENT; CARLEY DIANE MONTGOMERY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JANUARY  28, 2010

456  MORMAC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0051054; WALTER CLARK MCAFEE, PRESIDENT; SHANNON KATHLEEN MCAFEE, VICE
PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN MARIE MCAFEE, SECRETARY; WALTER CLARK MCAFEE, CMS/TRADE;
(B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

457  MORRIS SHEA BRIDGE COMPANY INC IRONDALE, AL
0052846; RICHARD JOHN SHEA JR, PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOHN SHEA III, VICE PRESIDENT;
STEPHEN ROBERT SHEA, VICE PRESIDENT; CHARLES WILLIAM SHEA, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
RICHARD JOHN SHEA III, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

458  MR FIX IT LAS VEGAS, NV
A C L CONSTRUCTION LLC DBA; 0072203; ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER LEACH, MANAGER;
ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER LEACH, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT
REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

459  MR ROOTER RENO, NV
J L E OF RENO DBA; 0060950; JERRY LEE ENWALD, PRESIDENT; JERRY LEE ENWALD, CMS;
DAVID ARTHUR WALTRIP, TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #60950 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW
LICENSE

460  MR ROOTER PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV
A A C A LLC DBA; 0073696; JOHN AKOHIAN, MANAGER; CORY HOLDEN HARDING, CMS/TRADE;
(C-1D-PLUMBING); NAME CHANGE; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVED:  MR ROOTER PLUMBING
APPROVE NAME CHANGE BASED ON FRANCHISE DOCUMENTS NAME CHANGE  FROM: A A C A
LLC  TO: A A CA LLC DBA MR ROOTER PLUMBING

461  MUD BUG PIPING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
JOSE ANTHONY RUIZ, MANAGING MEMBER; BILLY CLARENCE SMITH, MEMBER; JOSE ANTHONY
RUIZ; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/11/2010
NRS 624.265 GOOD CHARACTER

462  NATIONAL LAS VEGAS ACQUISITION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074377; DOUGLAS YEATES NEWSON, MANAGER; DOUGLAS YEATES NEWSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-
6A-OUTDOOR ADVERTISING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-6A-OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
APPROVE LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000  C6A OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE RESOLUTION LETTER
JANUARY  28, 2010

463  NAUTILUS GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074337; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE OLDHAM GUSTAFSON, SECRETARY; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $6,200,000   BOND: LIMIT: $50,000
C3-CARPENTRY

464  NAUTILUS GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074338; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE OLDHAM GUSTAFSON, SECRETARY; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $6,200,000   BOND: $50,000
C4-PAINTING AND DECORATING

465  NAUTILUS GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074339; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE OLDHAM GUSTAFSON, SECRETARY; STEFEN ERIC GUSTAFSON, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING , C15D-WATERPROOFING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING , C15D-WATERPROOFING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $6,200,000   BOND: $50,000
C15A-ROOFING  C15D-WATERPROOFING

466  NEVADA BARRICADE & SIGN COMPANY INC RENO, NV
0052315; TAMARA MARIE DETHMERS, PRESIDENT; RICHARD CHARLES DETHMERS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; TAMARA MARIE DETHMERS, CMS; RICHARD CHARLES DETHMERS, TRADE; (A-2-HIGHWAYS , A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
LIMIT: $3,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT:  NDOT 3401

467  NEVADA CONTROLS LLC CARSON CITY, NV
0074056; EVERETT ALBERT JESSE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; DANIEL F VIRDEN, VP/SECRETARY; DANIEL FRANK WADELTON, VP/TREASURER; COLETTE LYNN SIPES, VICE PRESIDENT; CHALICE GLOBAL LC, MANAGING MEMBER; DANIEL F VIRDEN, CMS; EVERETT ALBERT JESSE, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
LIMIT: $550,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND
JANUARY 28, 2010

468 NEVADA DISASTER RELIEF LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
JOHN ROBERT BONNER, MANAGING MEMBER; ADOLFO MERCADO SOLIS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000
C4-PAINTING AND DECORATING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
F/S REVIEW

469 NEVADA WHITE INC ALPINE, UT
SAMUEL CARL WHITE, PRESIDENT; BECKY KATHLEEN WHITE, VICE PRESIDENT; BRIAN JOHN DALEY, TREASURER; SAMUEL CARL WHITE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $750,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

470 NEW ENGLAND LEAD BURNING COMPANY INC WOBURN, MA
0049065; RICHARD JOSEPH LEBLANC, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; GARY J MILLER, VICE PRESIDENT; BARRY C SMITH, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOSEPH LEBLANC, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR RADIATION SHIELDING, LININGS & COATINGS ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

471 NEW MECH CONSTRUCTORS SOUTHWEST INC ST PAUL, MN
0067439; PAUL CHARLES JORDAN, PRESIDENT; THOMAS FRANCIS MURPHY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; PAUL CHARLES JORDAN, CMS/TRADE; PETER JACOB JORDAN, TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #67439

472 NEW MECH CONSTRUCTORS SOUTHWEST INC ST PAUL, MN
0067438; PAUL CHARLES JORDAN, PRESIDENT; THOMAS FRANCIS MURPHY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; PAUL CHARLES JORDAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #67438

473 NEW VISION CONSTRUCTION WEST HAVEN, UT
0067244; ERIC CHRISTOPHER NELSON, OWNER; ERIC CHRISTOPHER NELSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
474  **NEXTGEN FIRE PROTECTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

JOSEPH ANTHONY MURPHY III, MANAGER; REX MARTIN VERLEY, MANAGER; ANGELO MICHAEL IANNUCCI, MANAGER; ANGELO MICHAEL IANNUCCI, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $5,000 BOND: $1,000; C-1 PLUMBING & HEATING
PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

475  **NOBLE DRYWALL SPECIALTIES HENDERSON, NV**

NOBLE SPECIALTIES LLC DBA; CHANCE BRANDON HIBBARD, MANAGING MEMBER; DAVID LAWRENCE NOBLE, MANAGING MEMBER; KAMERON DEE HIBBARD, MANAGING MEMBER; DAVID LAWRENCE NOBLE, TRADE; KAMERON DEE HIBBARD, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-4 PAINTING AND DECORATING

476  **NOR CAL COOLING TOWER SERVICES ORANGEVALE, CA**

0056468; DAVID RAYMOND LASKY, OWNER; DAVID RAYMOND LASKY, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR COOLING TOWERS ONLY; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #56468

477  **NORTHERN NEVADA PLUMBING SERVICES LLC RENO, NV**

0069764; ALAN MERLIN HANSEN, MEMBER; MICHAEL JOHN LAUB, MEMBER; TODD JEFFREY SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

478  **NOVA HOTEL RENOVATION & CONSTRUCTION CORP CLEARWATER, FL**

CHIP JOHN HARDY, PRESIDENT; SIMONE SALAH AZZAM, VICE PRESIDENT; ERIC HIRST HARDY, SECRETARY; BRIAN KIRBY JACINTO, TREASURER; MICHAEL ANTHONEY SHAFE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $4,700,000 BOND: $50,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

479  **OAKVIEW CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0058296; MICHAEL JOHN GAWLEY, PRESIDENT; RICHARD CHASE BKELEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; PAULINE MARGARET YEAGER, SECRETARY; MICHAEL JOHN GAWLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
TABLED DATE: 12/14/2009
RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

480  **OLCESE CONSTRUCTION INCLINE VILLAGE, NV**

0046948; TILLIO GEORGE OLCESE III, OWNER; TILLIO GEORGE OLCESE III, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #46948
481  **ON TIME LANDSCAPING LAS VEGAS, NV**

0070688; MATTHEW LEE KLUGER, PRESIDENT; MATTHEW LEE KLUGER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT

APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010

LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

482  **ON TIME QUALITY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0074370; TRYGGVI HELGASON, MANAGER; TRYGGVI HELGASON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010

APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

FINANCIAL REVIEW

483  **OWNER BUILDER CONSULTING PAHRUMP, NV**

HOMES WEST INC DBA; 0058500; KARRY ALLEN CUNNINGHAM, PRESIDENT; JOANN LEE CUNNINGHAM, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; KARRY ALLEN CUNNINGHAM, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #58500

484  **P B CONCRETE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0057622; CHRIS BLAIR, MEMBER; PAULA ZOE DIFENDERICO, MEMBER; CHRIS BLAIR, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

485  **PACIFIC MECHANICAL CORP CONCORD, CA**

0006244; GAR BAILEY, PRESIDENT; GAR BAILEY, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009

OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

486  **PACIFIC METER SERVICES INC RENO, NV**

0067061; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, TREASURER; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR INSTALLATION & REPLACEMENT OF UTILITY METERS ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009

OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

487  **PACIFIC METER SERVICES INC RENO, NV**

0067061; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, TREASURER; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR INSTALLATION & REPLACEMENT OF UTILITY METERS ONLY; EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009

60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 27, 2010
JANUARY 28, 2010

488 PACIFIC METER SERVICES INC RENO, NV
0067061; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, TREASURER; JOHN RAYMOND ROBB, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR INSTALLATION & REPLACEMENT OF UTILITY METERS ONLY; CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
JOHN ROBB, TREAS/CMS/TRADE
A22-DESIGNATED FOR INSTALLATION & REPLACEMENT OF UTILITY METERS ONLY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

489 PACIFIC PAINTING & WALLCOVERING LLC WOODS CROSS, UT
DANIEL IAN DELAHUNTY, MANAGER; DANIEL IAN DELAHUNTY; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,000,000  BOND: $30,000
C4-PAINTING AND DECORATING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

490 PACIFIC UTILITY INSTALLATION INC CORONA, CA
WILLIAM BRIAN PFEIFER, PRESIDENT; DANIEL SCOTT MOLE, SECRETARY; WILLIAM BRIAN PFEIFER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $25,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

491 PANELIZED STRUCTURES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
PETER HOPPER POST, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; KEITH HAROLD COONCE, PRESIDENT; RON ERIC KOZLOSKI, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; PETER HOPPER POST, CMS/TRADE; TIMOTHY LAURENCE PFISTERER; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
UNLIMITED  50K BOND  CLASS C-2

492 PARADISE ORNAMENTAL IRON LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0060705A; JOSE RAMON LARIS JR, MANAGER; JOSE RAMON LARIS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000  BOND: $5,000  C14C ORNAMENTAL METAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

493 PARAMOUNT MANAGEMENT ENTERPRISES LTD LAS VEGAS, NV
0072362; JEANNIE W JI, MANAGER; MATTHEW LEE BEAVERS, MANAGER; CARL MICHAEL COURTNEY, MANAGER; BENJAMIN SCOTT WILCOX, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE; NAME SIMILARITY
DENIAL DATE: 12/01/2009
DENY NAME SIMILARITY
JANUARY  28, 2010

494  PARAMOUNT MANAGEMENT ENTERPRISES LTD HENDERSON, NV
0070072; JEANNIE W JI, MANAGER; MATTHEW LEE BEAVERS, MANAGER; CARL MICHAEL COURTNEY, MANAGER; BENJAMIN SCOTT WILCOX, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE; NAME SIMILARITY
DENIAL DATE: 12/01/2009
DENY  NAME SIMILARITY

495  PARK PRO LAS VEGAS, NV
JAYLEE FENCE LLC DBA: 0052954; LAWRENCE ELMER BEBER, MANAGING MEMBER; HAZEL GERALDENE BEBER, MEMBER; RODNEY JAY BEBER, CMS/TRADE; (C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

496  PARSONS WATER & INFRASTRUCTURE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0058852; RICHARD NEIL WANKMULLER, PRESIDENT; VIRGINIA LEE GREBBIEN, VICE PRESIDENT; CHARLES JOHN THUSS III, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD GARBETT SHIELDS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; KEVIN WAYNE ULREY, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

497  PATTON & PATTON MARBLE & GRANITE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072259; SHEREE MICHELLE PATTON, PRESIDENT; GARY WAYNE TABER, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

498  PATTON & PATTON MARBLE & GRANITE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072258; SHEREE MICHELLE PATTON, PRESIDENT; GARY WAYNE TABER, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

499  PAVER STONE EXPERTS HOLLISTER, CA
A C F CUSTOM CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION INC DBA: 0074385; ARTHUR CHARLES FISHER III, PRESIDENT; ARTHUR CHARLES FISHER III, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-5 CONCRETE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITH 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE; F/S REVIEW

500  PEARSON AND PEARSON INCORPORATED LAS VEGAS, NV
0074379; BART ARCHIBALD PEARSON, PRESIDENT; JEAN M PEARSON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BART ARCHIBALD PEARSON, CMS/TRADE; (C31-WRECKING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C31-WRECKING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000; C-31 WRECKING
501  **PENTA BUILDING GROUP INC (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV**

0074356; JEFFREY HARRISON EHRET, PRESIDENT; KENNETH LLOYD ALBER, VICE PRESIDENT; BLAKE MERLE ANDERSON, VICE PRESIDENT; TREVOR JAMES DISHON, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF EXAMS

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING

502  **PENTA BUILDING GROUP LLC (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV**

0074357; JEFFREY HARRISON EHRET, MANAGER; KENNETH LLOYD ALBER, MANAGER; BLAKE MERLE ANDERSON, MANAGER; TREVOR JAMES DISHON, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF EXAMS

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING

503  **PEPCO FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV**

0072582; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, PRESIDENT; JACK THOMAS STONE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, CMS/TRADE; KIRK ALAN DAVIS, TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORS; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009

OFFICER CHANGE

504  **PEPCO FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV**

0072582; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, PRESIDENT; JACK THOMAS STONE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, CMS/TRADE; KIRK ALAN DAVIS, TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORS; CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.

APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009

JACK STONE, SECT/TRADE "ONLY"

C3B-LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORS
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

505  **PEPCO FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV**

0072724; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, PRESIDENT; JACK THOMAS STONE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009

OFFICER CHANGE

506  **PEPCO FLOORING INC HENDERSON, NV**

0072583; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, PRESIDENT; JACK THOMAS STONE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CRISTELA PETRAZZULO, CMS/TRADE; (C16D-CARPET LAYING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009

OFFICER CHANGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Company Name and Address</th>
<th>License Information</th>
<th>Officer/Manager Change</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>507</td>
<td>PETERSEN DEAN INC DBA</td>
<td>0070156; JAMES PATRICK PETERSEN, PRESIDENT; DAVID JOSEPH VANBEEK, SECRETARY; DAVID JOSEPH VANBEEK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>PETERSEN DEAN INC DBA</td>
<td>0071328; JAMES PATRICK PETERSEN, PRESIDENT; DAVID JOSEPH VANBEEK, SECRETARY; DAVID JOSEPH VANBEEK, CMS/TRADE; MICHAEL ALAN CLIFTON, TRADE; (C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>PILOT TRAVEL CENTERS LLC</td>
<td>KNOXVILLE, TN</td>
<td>0070250; JAMES ARTHUR HASLAM III, MANAGER; MITCHELL DEAN STEENROD, MANAGER; KRISTIN KELLAM SEABROOK, MANAGER; PATRICK MICHAEL DEPTULA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>PINE VALLEY POWER INC</td>
<td>BLUFFDALE, UT</td>
<td>0074131; MICHAEL BRENT HORAN, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA SCOTT COLLINS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>PINENUT CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>GARDNERVILLE, NV</td>
<td>0036266; RALPH WILLIAM DOUGLAS, OWNER; RALPH WILLIAM DOUGLAS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>PIPE TECH RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN LEIGH PATRICK MILLER DBA; 0069692; JOHN LEIGH PATRICK MILLER, OWNER; JOHN LEIGH PATRICK MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513</td>
<td>PLIMPTON HEATING &amp; AIR CONDITIONING</td>
<td>WASHOE VALLEY, NV</td>
<td>0044338A; ROBERT DREW PLIMPTON, OWNER; ROBERT DREW PLIMPTON, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION &amp; AIR CONDITIONING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JANUARY  28, 2010

514  PLIMPTON HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING LLC WASHOE VALLEY, NV

0044338B; ROBERT DREW PLIMPTON, MANAGING MEMBER; ROBERT DREW PLIMPTON, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C21
TO BE ISSUED AS LIC #44338B

515  PLUSH LANDSCAPE & LAWN MAINTENANCE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV

0074348; SHAWN DUANE MACDONALD, MANAGER; SHAWN DUANE MACDONALD, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000  BOND: $10,000  CLASS: C-10 LANDSCAPING

516  POSTEL ERECTION GROUP LLC CARSON CITY, NV

MICHAEL WAYNE POSTEL, MANAGER; MICHAEL STEVEN PALMER, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: $50,000
C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF CORPORATE RESOLUTION

517  POWER HOUSE PLASTERING LAS VEGAS, NV

0074170; DANNY JOE GUNSALLUS, PRESIDENT; DANNY JOE GUNSALLUS, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
$250,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: ST ROSE & MARYLAND

518  POWER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT INC CANTON, OH

0070026; JEFFREY ALAN BARON, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY ALAN BARON, TRADE; WILLIAM DAVID JONES, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

519  PREFERRED CONCRETE CONTRACTING LAS VEGAS, NV

0072471; ANTHONY SCOTT BLAKE, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY SCOTT BLAKE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
ANTHONY S. BLAKE, PRES
JANUARY 28, 2010

520 PREFERRED DOOR & WINDOW PRODUCTS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072540; RAYMOND GUILFORD WOOD, MANAGER; THOMAS GEORGE LASSWELL, MANAGING MEMBER; MARJorie ANN LASSWELL, MANAGING MEMBER; RAYMOND GUILFORD WOOD, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW

521 PREMIER DEVELOPMENT GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
MICHAEL A SEMAN DBA; 0072273; MICHAEL ALAN SEMAN, OWNER; MICHAEL ALAN SEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; FS REVIEW REQUIRED 2010

522 PRESTIGIOUS CONSTRUCTION HENDERSON, NV
PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOM HOMES LLC DBA; 0052725; EDWIN DALE BECK JR, MANAGING MEMBER; TERRY EDWARD GAYDOSH, MEMBER; EDWIN DALE BECK JR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: PRESTIGIOUS CONSTRUCTION
NAME CHANGE FROM: PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOM HOMES LLC TO: PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOM HOMES DBA PRESTIGIOUS CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING FICTICIOUS FIRM NAME FILING

523 PRESTIGIOUS CONSTRUCTION HENDERSON, NV
PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOM HOMES LLC DBA; 0052725; EDWIN DALE BECK JR, MANAGING MEMBER; TERRY EDWARD GAYDOSH, MEMBER; EDWIN DALE BECK JR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

524 PRIME GRADING & PAVING NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
PRIME CONTRACTING INC; 0045403; ROBERT R SCHMIDT, PRESIDENT; DAVID JOSEPH KESER, TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER DAVID KESER, QE A15, 19A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

525 PRO QUALITY PAINTING CO INC HENDERSON, NV
0072074; PHILIP ANTHONY NATALE, PRESIDENT; PHILIP ANTHONY NATALE, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW
526  PROCOM SYSTEMS INC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
CHRISTOPHER PERKINS, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER PERKINS, CMS/TRADE; (C41-FIRE PROTECTION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C41-FIRE PROTECTION
APPROVE: $250,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-41 FIRE PROTECTION
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITH 60 DAYS

527  PROFESSIONAL DRYWALL LAS VEGAS, NV
DAVID ALLEN JOHNSON DBA; 0072222; DAVID ALLEN JOHNSON, OWNER; DAVID ALLEN JOHNSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3E-DRYWALL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

528  PROFESSIONAL FLOORING CONSULTANTS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056748; MARLON EMERSON GARNETT, MEMBER; ANTHONY ROHOLES MENDEZ, CMS; MARLON EMERSON GARNETT, TRADE; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS , C16D-CARPET LAYING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

529  PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC SANDY, UT
DAVID KLAUS LASSIG, PRESIDENT; GREG MICHAEL LASSIG, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID KLAUS LASSIG, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000 C2D-LOW VOLTAGE

530  PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC SANDY, UT
DAVID KLAUS LASSIG, PRESIDENT; GREG MICHAEL LASSIG, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID KLAUS LASSIG, CMS/TRADE; (C41C-FIRE ALARMS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C41C-FIRE ALARMS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000 C41C-FIRE ALARMS

531  PROGRESSIVE SERVICES INC PHOENIX, AZ
JOHN WILLIAM FARRELL, PRESIDENT; MARK EDWARD FARRELL, SECRETARY; HENRY MICHAEL HADDEN; (B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING , B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING , B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; B-1 PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING, B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL, B-3 SPECULATIVE BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

532 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC PITTSBURGH, PA
0046638; JOHN CHARLES REGAN, PRESIDENT; JAMES DANIEL CHIAFULLO, SECRETARY; DAVID PAUL BERESFORD, VICE PRESIDENT; GENE TUNNEY ORRIS, CMS/TRADE - 12/15/2009; (A23- REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010
ROBERT D. RIZZO, QE/CMS/TRADE
A23
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

533 PSI LAS VEGAS, NV
ACCUFLOOR OF S FLORIDA LLC DBA; KELLY A MCCLAIN, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM EDWARD MCCLAIN JR, MANAGING MEMBER; BRETT CHANDLER BOTTENBERG; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $300,000 BOND: $15,000; C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE DOCUMENTS
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

534 PUEBLO CONTRACTING LAS VEGAS, NV
PUEBLO DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; 0044187A; RICHARD LEE WHITE, PRESIDENT; GARY EUGENE ECHOLS, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY EUGENE ECHOLS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
LIMIT: $4,500,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

535 QUALITY CARPENTRY & REMODELING DAYTON, NV
DAVEN HUBERT PASSALACQUA DBA; 0071971; DAVEN HUBERT PASSALACQUA, OWNER; DAVEN HUBERT PASSALACQUA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW HEARING

536 QUALITY RENOVATIONS INC RENO, NV
0074380; CLIFFORD LAMBERT O'BRIEN, PRESIDENT; LAURA BETH O'BRIEN, TREASURER; CLIFFORD LAMBERT O'BRIEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: 200K  BOND: 10K  CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

537 QUICK PICKK HENDERSON, NV
R B ONE LLC DBA; KRISTAL PIERCE, MANAGING MEMBER; MATTHEW WAYNE PIERCE, MANAGING MEMBER; MATTHEW WAYNE PIERCE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $30,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C10
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

538 R CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV
0074280; ROY ARNOLD WALKER, PRESIDENT; ROY ARNOLD WALKER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDER NAME SIMILARITY / BOARD DECISION
APPROVAL DATE: 10/20/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: 10,000,000  BOND: 50,000  CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
*MUST CHANGE NAME

539 R L V DRYWALL & PAINTING INC
0065483; JORGE PRADO, PRESIDENT; JORGE PRADO, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #65483 WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $70,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND AND RENEWAL FEES

540 R M ROOFING COMPANY MINDEN, NV
0055096A; ROBERT KEITH MENZER, PRESIDENT; ROBERT KEITH MENZER, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

541 R P M DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0069992; RYAN PHILIP MCPHEE, MANAGER; RYAN PHILIP MCPHEE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
LOWER LIMIT: $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

542 RADCLIFFE PAINTING INC RENO, NV
0074360; SAMUEL ARTHUR RADCLIFFE, PRESIDENT; RACHEAL RENEE HOWERTON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RACHEAL RENEE HOWERTON, CMS; SAMUEL ARTHUR RADCLIFFE, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
LIMIT: $10,000  BOND: 2K  CLASS: C4A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS: FINANCIAL REVIEW

543 RAM ENTERPRISE INC ELKO, NV
0073779; RICHARD ALLEN MILROY JR, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY ALAN HORN, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD ALLEN MILROY JR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION O.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
SCOTTY L. SANCHEZ, QE/TRADE "ONLY" B2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

544 RAMOS ELECTRIC LLC GARDNERVILLE, NV
SALVADOR HECTOR RAMOS, MANAGER; SALVADOR HECTOR RAMOS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING , C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING , C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING
LIMIT: $30,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C2A, C2F
545  **RANCHO NEVADA CONSTRUCTION**
T C A INVESTMENTS LLC DBA; 0063840; TODD LELAND ALLEN, MANAGER; CATHLEEN ADELE ALLEN, MANAGING MEMBER; TODD LELAND ALLEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
APPROVED: 12/16/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS TODD & CATHLEEN ALLEN, EFFECTIVE 03/16/10

546  **RAUDELS TILE & GRANITE CORP SPARKS, NV**
0069685; RAUDEL RODRIGUEZ-MARTINEZ; PRESIDENT; RAUDEL RODRIGUEZ-MARTINEZ, TRADE; SUCENA RODRIGUEZ, CMS; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; WITH RENEWAL
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW 2010

547  **RAUDELS TILE & GRANITE CORP SPARKS, NV**
0069686; RAUDEL RODRIGUEZ-MARTINEZ, PRESIDENT; SUCENA RODRIGUEZ, CMS; RAUDEL RODRIGUEZ-MARTINEZ; TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; WITH RENEWAL
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW 2010

548  **RE BATH OF RENO BOISE, ID**
RENO BATH SYSTEMS LLC DBA; SAMADDISON INVESTMENTS LLC, MANAGER; SPENCER DAVIS SHAW, MANAGER; SULLBEN INVESTMENTS LLC, MANAGER; EVAN ALEXANDER WYKE, MANAGER; JAMES J FITLOW, MANAGER; MICHAEL J ALLEN, MANAGER; SPENCER DAVIS SHAW; EVAN ALEXANDER WYKE; (C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-20A PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF ORIGINAL LLC INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
FINANCIAL REVIEW

549  **RE BATH OF RENO BOISE, ID**
RENO BATH SYSTEMS LLC DBA; JAMES J FITLOW, MANAGER; MICHAEL J ALLEN, MANAGER; SAMADDISON INVESTMENTS LLC, MANAGER; SPENCER DAVIS SHAW, MANAGER; SULLBEN INVESTMENTS LLC, MANAGER; EVAN ALEXANDER WYKE, MANAGER; EVAN ALEXANDER WYKE; SPENCER DAVIS SHAW; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $20,000 BOND: $5,000; C-3 CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

550  **REDLINE DRYWALL INC ROSEVILLE, CA**
0070730; JASON MICHAEL TAYLOR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; GARY MICHAEL AUBIN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JASON MICHAEL TAYLOR, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING
JANUARY  28, 2010

551  REDSTONE CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV
PATRICIA DERRICK DBA; 0069797; PATRICIA DERRICK, OWNER; PATRICIA DERRICK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

552  RELEAF LANDSCAPE LLC HENDERSON, NV
0073352; DENISE PATRICIA ONDRISKO, MANAGING MEMBER; OWEN MATTHEW ONDRISKO, MANAGING MEMBER; JEFFREY JOSEPH ENO, MANAGING MEMBER; OWEN MATTHEW ONDRISKO, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL FEBRUARY 1, 2010

553  REMA TIP TOP NORTH AMERICA INC NORTHVALE, NJ
0056465; OLAFUR J GUNNARSSON, PRESIDENT; TRINIDAD ALONSO GARCIA, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR WEAR RESISTANT SHEET RUBBER INSTALLATION ONLY; CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
TRINIDAD A. GARCIA, QE/CMS/TRADE
A22-DESIGNATED FOR WEAR RESISTANT SHEET RUBBER INSTALLATION ONLY CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

554  RENO SEAL ASPHALT MAINTENANCE RENO, NV
JAMES PETER TUBIOLO DBA; 0071734; JAMES PETER TUBIOLO, OWNER; JAMES PETER TUBIOLO, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVeways & PARKING LOTS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

555  RESURFACING SPECIALISTS LAS VEGAS, NV
J & K CONSULTANTS INC DBA; CRAIG W SHIRLEY, PRESIDENT; CRAIG W SHIRLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 CLASS: C-4 PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP; MUST CHANGE NAME

556  RHINO COATING HURRICANE, UT
J CRAIG BETTRIDGE DBA; 0058762; JAMES CRAIG BETTRIDGE, OWNER; JAMES CRAIG BETTRIDGE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

557  RHINO LAS VEGAS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0069338; JEFFREY THOMAS GIEK, MEMBER; JOHN THOMAS GIEK, MEMBER; JAMES THOMAS GIEK, MEMBER; JEFFREY THOMAS GIEK, CMS/TRADE; (C14I-RIGGING & CRANES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE/RENEWAL
JANUARY 28, 2010

558  RICHNER AIR CONDITIONING REFRIGERATION & HEATING INC BOULDER CITY, NV
NANCY MARIE RICHNER, PRESIDENT; LARRY RAY RICHNER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LARRY
RAY RICHNER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 12/17/2009
NRS 624.265 PRIOR BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

559  RICKOS CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV
DANIEL JESUS OLGUIN DBA; 0072253; DANIEL JESUS OLGUIN, OWNER; DANIEL JESUS OLGUIN,
CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

560  RICKS POOL REPAIR NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
RICHARD WILLIAM WALKEMEYER DBA; RICHARD WILLIAM WALKEMEYER, OWNER; RICHARD
WILLIAM WALKEMEYER, CMS/TRADE; (A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS); NEW
APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS
APPROVE LIMIT: $10,000  BOND: $3,000  CP BOND: $15,000  A10E MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF
POOLS AND SPAS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

561  ROBLES PAINTING LAS VEGAS, NV
ROBLES CLEANING & HANDYMAN INC DBA; JOSE  ROBLES, PRESIDENT; JOSE  ROBLES; (C-4-
PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
LIMIT: $10,000 - BOND: $2,000; CLASS: C-4 PAINTING AND DECORATING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

562  ROCK SOLID STONE & TILE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0069856; GARY WILLIAM SILVEIRA, MANAGER; CECILIA ANN SILVEIRA, MANAGER; GARY WILLIAM
SILVEIRA, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO & MARBLE); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

563  ROCKY MOUNTAIN MECHANICAL INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0026207; THOMAS JENSEN HEWARD, PRESIDENT; JEANINE GILBERT HEWARD,
SECRETARY/TREASURER; PAUL C SORENSEN, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS JENSEN HEWARD,
CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010
RESOLUTION OF OPEN INSURANCE CLAIM

564  ROCKY MOUNTAIN MECHANICAL INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0026206; THOMAS JENSEN HEWARD, PRESIDENT; JEANINE GILBERT HEWARD,
SECRETARY/TREASURER; PAUL C SORENSEN, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS JENSEN HEWARD,
CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010
RESOLUTION OF OPEN INSURANCE CLAIM
JANUARY  28, 2010

565  ROOF TEC ST GEORGE, UT
STUART STOUT ROOFING INC DBA; 0067444; KELLY BRENDAN CASEY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; STUART WYNN STOUT, PRESIDENT; STUART WYNN STOUT, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); NAME CHANGE
TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010
TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

566  ROOT O MATIC INC RENO, NV
0067208; JOHN ANDREW GONDA, PRESIDENT; BRET W OGILVIE, SECRETARY; BRET W OGILVIE, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
JOHN A. GONDA, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C1
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

567  ROVIN CONSTRUCTION INC S LAKE TAHOE, CA
0031458A; KEVIN LAVERN HALL, PRESIDENT; SUMMER KRISTI HALL-BISCHOF, SECRETARY; ROSE LYNN HALL, TREASURER; KEVIN LAVERN HALL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

568  ROYAL FENCING LAS VEGAS, NV
VEGAS FENCING LLC DBA; 0065165; RODNEY CURTIS CLARK, MANAGER; ROBERT DAVID WILGAR, MANAGER; RODNEY JAY BEBER, CMS/TRADE - 11/09/2009; (C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVED:  11/23/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS ROD & KRISTI BEBER, EFFECTIVE 02/21/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/01/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

569  ROYAL ROOFING CORP ANAHEIM, CA
0072046; THOMAS GEOFFREY BEATTIE, PRESIDENT; THOMAS GEOFFREY BEATTIE, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

570  RUBICON CARPORT INC PLACERVILLE, CA
0049690; TROY ANTHONY FABER, PRESIDENT; JOHN ANTHONY FABER, VICE PRESIDENT; JEREMY MICHAEL FABER, SECRETARY; JOSH MATHEW FABER, TREASURER; TROY ANTHONY FABER, CMS/TRADE; (C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #49690

571  RUCKMAN CONSTRUCTION SPARKS, NV
JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN DBA; 0074351; JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN, OWNER; JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED:  CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: 10K  CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

572  **RUSTIC RIVER ROCK GARDENS LLC SPARKS, NV**

0054870; SCOTT LEWIS MEADOWS, MEMBER; SCOTT LEWIS MEADOWS, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING);

INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

573  **RYAN HILL GENERAL BUILDING LLC RENO, NV**

RYAN MARTIN HILL, MANAGER; RYAN MARTIN HILL; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);

NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009

APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

LIMIT: $200,000   BOND: 10K   CLASS: B2

FINANCIAL REVIEW

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

574  **S & C CONCRETE LAS VEGAS, NV**

NEVADA CONCRETE CONTRACTORS LLC DBA; 0068183; SHAWN FREDERICK RUYBAL, PRESIDENT; SHAWN FREDERICK RUYBAL, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING);

CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

TABLED DATE: 01/11/2010

RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

575  **S & J LAWN SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0072443; JIMMI LEIGH MCKEE, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN EUGENE MCKEE, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN EUGENE MCKEE, CMS/TRADE; JIMMI LEIGH MCKEE, TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009

FINANCIAL REVIEW

576  **S B A NETWORK SERVICES INC BOCA RATON, FL**

0053414A; JEFFREY ALLEN STOOPS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; DAVID LAMAR TRIBBLE, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS PATRICK HUNT, VICE PRESIDENT; KURT LAMAR BAGWELL, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; DAVID LAMAR TRIBBLE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);

CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009

OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

577  **S E CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV**

KERRY STIEMSMA DBA; 0049127; KERRY STIEMSMA, OWNER; KERRY STIEMSMA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME

APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010

REACTIVATION - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

578  **S L P CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV**

0072235; ROGELIO CALVILLO, PRESIDENT; RICARDO CALVILLO, TRADE; ROGELIO CALVILLO, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009

FINANCIAL REVIEW
579  S M E STEEL CONTRACTORS INC WEST JORDAN, UT
0057439; CRAIG P MOYES, PRESIDENT; JERRY C MOYES, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; GORDON KENT HOLLADAY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ALAN JOSEPH BUKIS, CMS/TRADE; JAMES EDWARD MCCORMACK, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
ALAN JOEPh BUKIS, QE/CMS/TRADE
C14B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

580  S R DEVELOPMENTS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
STEPHEN MARTIN RAINS, MANAGER; JENNIFER ANN CROTTY-RAINS, MANAGER; PETER JOSEPH KATZDORN, MANAGER; STEPHEN MARTIN RAINS, CMS; PETER JOSEPH KATZDORN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND; $20,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

581  SCHNABEL FOUNDATION COMPANY STERLING, VA
0022526; HUBERT III DEATON, PRESIDENT; KENNETH RONALD CHAPMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR SUPPORT UNDERPINNING AND TIEBACK SYSTEMS ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

582  SCOTT TENEYCK PAINTING TRUCKEE, CA
SCOTT RICHARD TENEYCK DBA; 0072426; SCOTT RICHARD TENEYCK, OWNER; SCOTT RICHARD TENEYCK, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

583  SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO EDGEWOOD, NM
0005543B; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

584  SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO GLENDORA, CA
0005543A; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C25-FENCING & EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

585  SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO EDGEWOOD, NM
0005543E; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
JANUARY 28, 2010

586 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO GLENDORA, CA
0005543F; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

587 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO GLENDORA, CA
0005543G; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

588 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO EDGEWOOD, NM
0005543C; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

589 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO EDGEWOOD, NM
0005543D; EARL TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

590 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL
0054530; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

591 SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO GLENDORA, CA
0005543; EARL LESLIE TODD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; ROBERT RAYMOND LAMEER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

592 SELECTBUILD NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070594; STANLEY MAX WILSON, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM MCCLAIN SMARTT, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL SHIPLEY STREET, VP/SECRETARY; MARK REYNOLDS KAILEY, VP/TREASURER; MIKE PHILLIP LANDGREN, CMS/TRADE; DALE ALLEN RICHMOND, TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
MIKE P. LANDGREN, QE/CMS "ONLY"
C17

593 SERENITY FLOORING LAS VEGAS, NV
0067153; MICHAEL E RADER, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL E RADER, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #67153
JANUARY  28, 2010

594  SERVPRO STATELINE, NV
APEX SYSTEMS INC DBA; 0069828; JOHN RICHARD ALLEN, PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY BIGGERS ALLEN, TREASURER; JOHN RICHARD ALLEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #69828

595  SHAMROCK INSTALLATIONS INC MILWAUKEE, WI
0063888; MICHAEL JOHN FLOYD JR, PRESIDENT; JAMES MICHAEL CARAGHER, TREASURER; RUTH CAROL KENT, VP/SECRETARY; MICHAEL JOHN FLOYD JR, CMS/TRADE; DOUGLAS GLENN RIEDER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
MICHAEL JOHN FLOYD, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C3B
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

596  SHARPS SERVICE ELKO, NV
LAWRENCE ALMOND SHARP DBA; 0072441; LAWRENCE ALMOND SHARP, OWNER; LAWRENCE ALMOND SHARP, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
LIMIT: $100,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND

597  SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC OAKLAND, CA
0070241; PAUL ALEXANDER COCOTIS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; PAUL CAESAR CAMAUR, VICE PRESIDENT; SCOTT ALLAN FAIRGRIEVE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JEFFREY CHARLES LESSMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM ANDREW SLOANE, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOSEPH ZITO, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL ALEXANDER COCOTIS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

598  SIDING SPECIALISTS INC (THE) FAIR OAKS, CA
0060989; TIMOTHY FRANCIS DICK, PRESIDENT; TRUDI ANN DICK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; TIMOTHY FRANCIS DICK, CMS/TRADE; (C15B-SIDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

599  SIEMENS ENERGY INC ORLANDO, FL
0057562; RANDY H ZWIRN, PRESIDENT; TOMMIE TYRON BRIGHTWELL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

600  SIEMENS INDUSTRY INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0052938; DARYL DULANEY, PRESIDENT; DANIEL HISLIP, SECRETARY; AXEL MEIER, VICE PRESIDENT; BRUCE BECKER, CMS/TRADE; (C21D-MAINTENANCE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
ÇALVIN, E. DAVIS, QE/CMS "ONLY"; JEFFREY SCHMUCKER, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C21D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
601   **SIERRA BROOK CREATIVE CONCRETE LAS VEGAS, NV**
SIERRA BROOK CONSULTING LLC DBA; 0074269; BRUCE NORMAN HOLM, MANAGER; BRUCE NORMAN HOLM, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000; C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
FINANCIAL REVIEW

602   **SIERRA HOMES LLC SPARKS, NV**
0072321; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, MEMBER; JOSE DEJESUS GARCIA-RENDON, MEMBER; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

603   **SIERRA HOMES LLC RENO, NV**
0072887; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, MEMBER; JOSE DEJESUS GARCIA-RENDON, MEMBER; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

604   **SIERRA INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC RENO, NV**
0055124; KEITH WILLIAM BURROWES, PRESIDENT; DENNIS EUGENE BOYER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
LIMIT: $3,500,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

605   **SIERRA NEVADA WINDOWS RENO, NV**
FINK INVESTMENTS LLC DBA; 0069652; JOSHUA GARY FINK, MEMBER; JOSHUA GARY FINK, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #69652

606   **SIGN A RAMA LAS VEGAS, NV**
D AND L WALKER ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0056852; DAVID JAMES WALKER, PRESIDENT; LINDA CATHERINE WALKER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT WILLIAM MOORE, TRADE; DAVID JAMES WALKER, CMS; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #56852

607   **SIGNAL PERFECTION LTD TAMPA, FL**
0039073; FREDERICK HOWARD CURDTS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

608   **SILVER MASONRY INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0074129; ROMEL FUENTES-ESPINOZA, PRESIDENT; RICARDO FLORES ACERO, SECRETARY; RICARDO FLORES ACERO, TRADE; ROMEL FUENTES-ESPINOZA, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
609  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000
C16-FINISHING FLOORS

610  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070947; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; JEFFREY KEITH LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JANUARY 18, 2010

611  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000
C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO AND MARBLE

612  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070947; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; JEFFREY KEITH LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
JEFFREY KEITH LEWIS, QE/CMS/TRADE
B2

613  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000
C20-TILING

614  SILVER STATE ORNAMENTAL IRON LAS VEGAS, NV
SILVER STATE STEEL GROUP INC DBA; 0054299; PETER GREGORY AGUILAR, PRESIDENT; PETER GREGORY AGUILAR, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNNINGS & LOUVRES); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14H-AWNNINGS & LOUVRES
PETER G. AGUILAR, PRES
C14B, E, H
JANUARY 28, 2010

615 SIMONS WALL DESIGNS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071599; ANDREW PHILIP SIMONS, MANAGING MEMBER; ANDREW PHILIP SIMONS, CMS/TRADE; (C-17-LATHING & PLASTERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

616 SIMONS WALL DESIGNS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071598; ANDREW PHILIP SIMONS, MANAGING MEMBER; ANDREW PHILIP SIMONS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

617 SIX VOLTS TO LIGHTNING BOLTS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
SARA KATHLEEN RADCLIFFE, PRESIDENT; JOHN DAVID BEEMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; LYNDAY FAYE BEEMAN, SECRETARY; DAVID JOHN BEEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $35,000  BOND: $5,000
C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING

618 SKIP GIBBS COMPANY INC REDWOOD VALLEY, CA
0053143; SKIP GIBBS, PRESIDENT; KATHERINE W GIBBS-GENGOUX, SECRETARY; GEORGE GIBBS, TREASURER; SKIP GIBBS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE: VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #53143

619 SKYLINE EXCAVATING INC COLUMBIA FALLS, MT
MARK ALAN HERZOG, PRESIDENT; KAREN TOFTUM SCOTT, TREASURER; RHONDA KAYE HOON, SECRETARY; RHONDA KAYE HOON; MARK ALAN HERZOG; JACOB DANIEL HOON; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING
LIMIT: $350,000  BOND: 15K  CLASS: A7
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

620 SKYLINE INSULATION N LAS VEGAS, NV
UNITED SUBCONTRACTORS INC; 0058281; TIMOTHY JERREL GALLAGHER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ROY CALVIN MYRICK, CMS/TRADE; (C39-INSTALLING HEATERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

621 SNADER AND ASSOCIATES INC SAN RAFAEL, CA
0074002; JOHN ALEXANDER BERITZHOFF, PRESIDENT; STEVEN RILEY BEST, TREASURER; JEFFREY DAVID LAMBERT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 01/04/2010
UNABLE TO SUPPORT AND OUTDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
622  SOLAR UNLIMITED OF NEVADA LLC CEDAR CITY, UT
0072601; GERALD R WHIPPLE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM L WILLSEY, MANAGING MEMBER; GERALD R WHIPPLE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #72601 WITH REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $30,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

623  SOLAR UNLIMITED OF NEVADA LLC CEDAR CITY, UT
0072601; GERALD R WHIPPLE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM L WILLSEY, MANAGING MEMBER; GERALD R WHIPPLE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: 12/14/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION OF SOLAR UNLIMITED ENERGY & HOMES INC TO BE EFFECTIVE MARCH 14, 2010

624  SOUTH CENTRAL A V LAS VEGAS, NV
SOUTH CENTRAL COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION DBA 0036814; JOHN D ENGELBRECHT, PRESIDENT; ROBERT L SHIREL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CHRIS ALLAN WEAVER, CMS/TRADE; SALVATORE MARK AMENDOLA, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: SOUTH CENTRAL A V
NAME CHANGE FROM: SOUTH CENTRAL COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION DBA SOUTH CENTRAL SOUND TO: SOUTH CENTRAL COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION DBA SOUTH CENTRAL A V

625  SOUTHERN VEGAS VALLEY CONTRACTING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056723; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, MANAGER; ALAN WAYNE SCHRIMPF, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

626  SOUTHWEST DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
TODD VANBLANKENSTEIN DBA 0049003; TODD VANBLANKENSTEIN, OWNER; TODD VANBLANKENSTEIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #49003

627  SOUTHWEST IRON WORKS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056137; SOUTHWEST INDUSTRIES, MEMBER; EZAM KHAZENI, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

628  SOUTHWEST IRON WORKS LLC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0041192A; SOUTHWEST INDUSTRIES, MEMBER; TRACY ALLEN DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE
629 SOUTHWEST IRON WORKS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0051523; SOUTHWEST INDUSTRIES, MEMBER; EZAM KHAZENI, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
MEMBER/ MANAGER CHANGE

630 SOUTHWEST IRON WORKS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0051748; SOUTHWEST INDUSTRIES, MEMBER; TRACY A DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
MEMBER/ MANAGER CHANGE

631 SOUTHWEST LANDSCAPING & MAINTENANCE N LAS VEGAS, NV
MIGUEL ANGEL MORALES DBA; 0056208; MIGUEL ANGEL MORALES, OWNER; MIGUEL ANGEL MORALES, TRADE; MELISSA MORALES, CMS; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

632 SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS LAS VEGAS, NV
SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS DBA; 0033581; SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS, OWNER; SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

633 SPIRIT CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC SAVANNAH, GA
STEVEN RICHARD VAN DEN HEUVEL, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS AMES BARONE, SECRETARY; LISA MARY ANDERSON, TREASURER; DOUGLAS AMES BARONE; (C33-INSTALLATION OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C33-INSTALLATION OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: C33 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

634 SPOT ON AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING LAS VEGAS, NV
W C S AIR & MECHANICAL LLC DBA; 0058958; JEFFREY BOYD MORRIS, MANAGER; PATRICIA ANN MORRIS, MEMBER; JEFFREY BOYD MORRIS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: SPOT ON AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING NAME CHANGE FROM: W C S AIR & MECHANICAL LLC TO: W C S AIR & MECHANICAL LLC DBA SPOT ON AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING

635 SPRAY FOAM ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOLSOM, CA
WILLIAM EARL CLARK JR DBA; 0071524; WILLIAM EARL CLARK JR, OWNER; WILLIAM EARL CLARK JR, CMS/TRADE; (C15C-INSULATION); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; FS REVIEW REQUIRED 2010
JANUARY 28, 2010

636   STAR ALARM SERVICES BOULDER CITY, NV
       NORTHSTAR ALARM SERVICES INC DBA; 0066874; DAVID MICHAEL BOLEN, PRESIDENT; DAVID
       MICHAEL BOLEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
       APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #66874

637   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0069062A; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING
       MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE; (C-
       8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
       MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

638   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0060918A; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING
       MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE;
       (C15B-SIDING , C15C-INSULATION , C15D-WATERPROOFING); CHANGE OF
       OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
       MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

639   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0073676; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING
       MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE;
       (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
       MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

640   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0074336; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING
       MEMBER; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE;
       (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
       APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
       LIMIT: $200K   BOND: $10K   CLASS: C-3
       F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

641   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0069062A; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING
       MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE; (C-
       8-GLASS & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
       FINANCIAL REVIEW

642   STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
       0060918A; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING
       MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE;
       (C15B-SIDING , C15C-INSULATION , C15D-WATERPROOFING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
       APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
       FINANCIAL REVIEW
643  **STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0072294; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

644  **STEEL CONCEPTS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

ROBERT ALFREDO ARREOLA, MANAGER; ROBERT ALFREDO ARREOLA; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000  BOND: $5,000  C14 STEEL REINFORCING AND ERECTION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

645  **STEVE HILL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY MERIDIAN, ID**

HILL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC DBA; STEVEN A HILL, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN A HILL, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: B GENERAL BUILDING

646  ** STEWART ENTERPRISES OF NEVADA INC HENDERSON, NV**

0071345; TIMOTHY ALAN STEWART, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY ALAN STEWART, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

647  **STONE COLD MASONRY PHOENIX, AZ**

LITTLE ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0074264; LANCE K LITTLE, PRESIDENT; LANCE K LITTLE, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT

APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50,000
C18-MASONRY

648  **STRASSER & ASSOCIATES INC SHERMAN OAKS, CA**

YEHUDA STRASSER, PRESIDENT; YOSSI STRASSER, VP/SECRETARY; DORIT STRASSER, TREASURER; YEHUDA STRASSER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $950,000  BOND: 20K  CLASS: B2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

649  **STRIKE CONSTRUCTION LLC SPRING, TX**
Stephen Vincent Pate, Managing Member; Kacey Bryan Smart, Manager; Jarvie Noel Arnold, Manager; Jason Louis Heckt, Manager; Gary Joe Meurer; (A-General Engineering); New Application
Approval Date: 12/01/2009
Approved: Class: A-General Engineering
Approve Limit: Unlimited Bond: $50,000 A-General Engineering
Contingent upon passing required CMS/Trade exams within 60 days

650  **STUART CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV**
Mountain Concepts Inc DBA; 0020859; Stuart Spear, President; Stuart Spear, CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential & Small Commercial); Inactivate a License
Approval Date: 12/31/2009
Approve Inactive Status

651  **SUMMIT DRYWALL TRUCKEE, CA**
Steven Tomas Day DBA; 0072223; Steven Tomas Day, Owner; Steven Tomas Day, CMS/Trade; (C-3E-Drywall); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 12/29/2009
Financial Statement Review; FS Review Required 2010

652  **SUN POWERED SYSTEMS LLC RENO, NV**
0074308; Charles Edward Oneill, Managing Member; Lois Ann Oneill, Managing Member; Frank Harold Champlin, CMS/Trade; (C-2-Electrical Contracting); New Application
Approval Date: 12/14/2009
Approved: Class: C-2-Electrical Contracting
Limit: $100,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C2

653  **SUN VALLEY AIR INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0074121; Louis Edward WANTROBA, President; Gerald Clement Finney III, CMS/Trade - 11/19/2009; (C21B-Air Conditioning); Extension to Replace Qualifier
Approval Date: 12/14/2009
60 Day Extension Until February 22, 2010

654  **SUNFLOWER CONSTRUCTION CO LAS VEGAS, NV**
Sang Eek Yoon DBA; 0069990; Sang Eek Yoon, Owner; Sang Eek Yoon, CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential & Small Commercial); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 12/17/2009
Financial Review

655  **SUNRIDGE WINDOWS AND SCREENS MINDEN, NV**
Michael Allen Melzer DBA; 0069928; Michael Allen Melzer, Owner; Michael Allen Melzer, CMS/Trade; (C-8-Glass & Glazing); Financial Statement Review
Approval Date: 12/18/2009
Approve Financial Statement Review
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JANUARY 28, 2010

656  SUNSHADE ENCLOSURES LLC ST GEORGE, UT
0070747; DAVID GARY WEAVER, MANAGER; LINDA ANN WEAVER, MEMBER; DAVID GARY WEAVER, CMS/TRADE; (C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

657  SUNSTATE COMPANIES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074349; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, PRESIDENT; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14F-STORE FRONTS, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/22/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14F-STORE FRONTS, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000  BOND: $20,000
C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14F-STORE FRONTS, C14G-PREFAB STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS AND LOUVRES CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

658  SUNTERRA HOMES INC BEND, OR
JAMES RUSSELL CHAUNCEY, PRESIDENT; MARK RAYMOND CHAUNCEY, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN HELEN CHAUNCEY, TREASURER; JAMES RUSSELL CHAUNCEY; MARK RAYMOND CHAUNCEY; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $600,000  BOND: 20K  CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

659  SUPERIOR COMMERCIAL ROOFING COMPANY INC TUCKER, GA
0067396; ANTHONY JONATHAN MILLS, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY JONATHAN MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

660  SUPERIOR ROOFING AND SHEET METAL INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0074282; KENNETH FRANK REDD, PRESIDENT; BLAKE KENNETH REDD, VICE PRESIDENT; LANCE HERRSCHER REDD, TREASURER; LANCE HERRSCHER REDD, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; C-15A ROOFING & C-15D WATERPROOFING COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

661  SURE STEEL INC SANDY, UT
0044553; WAYNE HACKING WILCOCK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JAMES CLIFTON BURWELL, PRESIDENT; MARK TED CARTER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BRUCE EARL HOSKISSON, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
JAMES CLIFTON BURWELL, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C14
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JANUARY 28, 2010

662  SYSTEMS PAINTERS & DRYWALL II LP NEW ULM, TX
0060550; SPDS II LLC, GENERAL PARTNER; JENNEFER MAREK IRREVOCABLE TRUST 2004, LIMITED PARTNER; HAROLD GENE MAREK, LIMITED PARTNER; JAMES THOMAS MAREK, LIMITED PARTNER; MARSHALL MAREK IRREVOCABLE TRUST 2004, LIMITED PARTNER; CHRIS CARLETON WALTERS, TRADE; LISA LANGE MAREK, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009
MARSHALL MAREK, QE/CMS/TRADE
C4
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

663  T C B INDUSTRIAL INC MODESTO, CA
0067821; DAVID LEWIS RAYBOURN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BRUCE CHARLES ELLIOTT, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; BRUCE CHARLES ELLIOTT, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
BRUCE CHARLES ELLIOTT QQ/CMS/TRADE
A

664  T C I CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC SAN JOSE, CA
0066988; WALTER MICHAEL OXLEY, PRESIDENT; KENNETH EDWARD ROWELL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; KENNETH EDWARD ROWELL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
TABLED DATE: 12/17/2009
RESOLUTION OF UNPAID BILLS & COMPLAINT

665  T C I CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC SAN JOSE, CA
0069573; WALTER MICHAEL OXLEY, PRESIDENT; KENNETH EDWARD ROWELL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; KENNETH EDWARD ROWELL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
TABLED DATE: 12/17/2009
RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINT ON LICENSE #66988

666  T D K CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC RUTHERFORD, TN
0055502; DORRIS LAVERNE KEACH, PRESIDENT; MARGARET OWENS KEACH, VICE PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY GLENN KEACH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; TIMOTHY GLENN KEACH, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #55502

667  T M A CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC SAN LEANDRO, CA
0067419; THOMAS HAL MILES, PRESIDENT; CARRIE ELIZABETH CALVART-MILES, SECRETARY;
THOMAS HAL MILES, CMS/TRADE; (C31-WRECKING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
668  **TAB OFFICE PLANNING GROUP INC RANCHO CORDOVA, CA**

0053388; JAMES WILLIAM FIELDS, PRESIDENT; JUDITH DEE FIELDS, SECRETARY; JAMES WILLIAM FIELDS, CMS/TRADE; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009

APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #53388 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

669  **TAHOE MECHANICAL & PLUMBING INC HENDERSON, NV**

0072227; EDWARD D DEWEES, PRESIDENT; EDWARD D DEWEES, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009

FINANCIAL REVIEW

670  **TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC RENO, NV**

0070517; DDH FINANCIAL CORP, MANAGING MEMBER; B & L INVESTMENTS INC, MANAGING MEMBER; ECON INC, MEMBER; WESTERN NEVADA LAND LLC, MEMBER; KREG DOUGLAS ROWE, OTHER; BRETT PIERCE SEABERT, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, OTHER; KRAIG WALTER KNUDSEN, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

NAME CHANGE FROM: TANAMERA DEVELOPMENT LLC TO: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

671  **TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC RENO, NV**

0073663; DDH FINANCIAL CORP, MANAGING MEMBER; B & L INVESTMENTS INC, MANAGING MEMBER; ECON INC, MEMBER; WESTERN NEVADA LAND LLC, MEMBER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, OTHER; KREG WALTER KNUDSEN, OTHER; KREG DOUGLAS ROWE, OTHER; BRETT PIERCE SEABERT, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

NAME CHANGE FROM: TANAMERA DEVELOPMENT LLC TO: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

672  **TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC RENO, NV**

0073662; DDH FINANCIAL CORP, MANAGING MEMBER; B & L INVESTMENTS INC, MANAGING MEMBER; ECON INC, MEMBER; WESTERN NEVADA LAND LLC, MEMBER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, OTHER; KRAIG WALTER KNUDSEN, OTHER; KREG DOUGLAS ROWE, OTHER; BRETT PIERCE SEABERT, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVeways & PARKING LOTS, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

NAME CHANGE FROM: TANAMERA DEVELOPMENT LLC TO: TANAMERA CONSTRUCTION LLC

673  **TDINDUSTRIES INC DALLAS, TX**

HAROLD FRANK MACDOWELL, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JAMES FITZPATRICK, SECRETARY; RODNEY CARL JOHANNSEN, DIRECTOR; EDWARD RANDOLPH WHITE, CMS; MARK HOWARD GERSTNER, TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010

APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING

LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50K CLASS: C-1
JANUARY 28, 2010

674 TEC ROK LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072208; CHRISTOPHER TODD NEWINGTON, MANAGER; CHRISTOPHER TODD NEWINGTON, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF SPECIALTY FOUNDATIONS AND WATER FEATURES; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

675 TECHNICAL AIR LAS VEGAS, NV
FERNANDO ANTONIO WONG DBA; FERNANDO ANTONIO WONG, OWNER; JOSEPH MICHAEL RAMOS, TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: C21B-AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $20,000 BOND: $5,000; C-21B AIR CONDITIONING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

676 TECHNOLOGY WEST GROUP LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070166; BRADDON FRANCIS CORNISH, MANAGER; BRADDON FRANCIS CORNISH, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

677 TELESTO NEVADA INC RENO, NV
0073965; JOHN DAVID WELSH, PRESIDENT; DAVID LOUIS HAGEN, TREASURER; JIM BARTON FINLEY, DIRECTOR; JOHN DAVID WELSH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
OFFICER CHANGE

678 TENN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INC MEMPHIS, TN
E S I COMPANIES INC DBA; 0043453; WARNER E SPEAKMAN, PRESIDENT; JOHN M PHEBUS, SECRETARY; REBECCA HOPPER, VICE PRESIDENT; WARNER E SPEAKMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

679 THE MAKEOVER GROUP INC (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
AHARON R MIZRAHI, PRESIDENT; AHARON R MIZRAHI; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
LIMIT: $10,000 - BOND: $2,000; CLASS: C-19 INSTALLING TERRAZZO AND MARBLE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

680 THE MAKEOVER GROUP INC (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
AHARON R MIZRAHI, PRESIDENT; AHARON R MIZRAHI; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING
LIMIT: $10,000 - BOND: $2,000; CLASS: C-3B CARPENTRY LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING ONLY
FINANCIAL REVIEW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>License Numbers</th>
<th>Presidents/Officers</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>681</td>
<td>THE MASONRY GROUP NEVADA INC N LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0057307</td>
<td>CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI, CMS/TRADE; (C25-FENCING &amp; EQUIPPING PLAYGROUNDS); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010</td>
<td>RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td>THE MASONRY GROUP NEVADA INC N LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0029928</td>
<td>CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010</td>
<td>RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>683</td>
<td>THE MASONRY GROUP NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0056496</td>
<td>CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; CHAD PAUL HIRSCHI, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING &amp; ERECTION); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER</td>
<td>TABLED DATE: 01/04/2010</td>
<td>RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td>THERMASOURCE INC SANTA ROSA, CA</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, CA</td>
<td>0068619</td>
<td>RICHARD HSIU-TIH CHOW</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; LOUIS ELLIS CAPUANO JR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; CHRISTOPHER THOMAS SCHOFIELD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES AARON HANSON, CMS/TRADE; LOUIS ELLIS CAPUANO JR, TRADE; (A-6-DRILLING OIL &amp; GAS AND EXPLORATORY WELLS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009</td>
<td>GEORGE SCHEID, QE/CMS &quot;ONLY&quot;; LOUIS CAPUANO III, QE/CMS &quot;ONLY&quot;</td>
<td>A6 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>685</td>
<td>THERMASOURCE INC SANTA ROSA, CA</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, CA</td>
<td>0068619</td>
<td>RICHARD HSIU-TIH CHOW</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; LOUIS ELLIS CAPUANO JR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; CHRISTOPHER THOMAS SCHOFIELD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES AARON HANSON, CMS/TRADE; LOUIS ELLIS CAPUANO JR, TRADE; (A-6-DRILLING OIL &amp; GAS AND EXPLORATORY WELLS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>THINGS N PLACE INC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>Henderson, NV</td>
<td>0070979</td>
<td>DANIEL ZETH BATCHELDER</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; DONNA L BATCHELDER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DANIEL ZETH BATCHELDER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2010</td>
<td>APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE #70979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>687</td>
<td>THOMAS FLOORS INCORPORATED LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>0039895A</td>
<td>THOMAS ROY PIORKOWSKI</td>
<td>PRESIDENT; EVA MARIE PIORKOWSKI, TREASURER; THOMAS ROY PIORKOWSKI, CMS/TRADE; PATRICK GRAHAM GUFFEY, TRADE; (C20-TILING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009</td>
<td>THOMAS R. PIORKOWSKI, PRES/TRADE</td>
<td>C20 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THREE JS CONSTRUCTION CO PITTSBURG, CA
0038721; JOSEPH SALVATORE SIINO, OWNER; JOSEPH SALVATORE SIINO, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

THYSSEN MINING CONSTRUCTION OF CANADA LTD REGINA, SK
0056675; RENIER WILHELMUS SCHEEPERS, PRESIDENT; ADRIAN BODOLAN, TRADE; JAMES MICHAEL HAINES, CMS; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR MINING CONSTRUCTION ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

THYSSEKRUPP ACCESS CORP LAS VEGAS, NV
0054229; SCOTT ALLEN ZOETEWEY, PRESIDENT; DALE ANDREW DEVEREAUX, CMS; DANIEL EDWARD KLUENER, TRADE; (C-7-ELEVATION & CONVEYANCE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
DAVID ALAN MONCOL, QE/CMS "ONLY"
C7
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

TINZIE CONTRACTING COMPANY BOULDER CITY, NV
KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY DBA; KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY, OWNER; KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000
C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

TIPPETTS MECHANICAL LAS VEGAS, NV
TIPPETTS MECHANICAL LLC DBA; 0072842; AARON RAY TIPPETTS JR, MANAGER; AARON RAY TIPPETTS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

TIPPETTS MECHANICAL LAS VEGAS, NV
TIPPETTS MECHANICAL LLC DBA; 0072843; AARON RAY TIPPETTS JR, MANAGER; AARON RAY TIPPETTS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

TITAN ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING INC RENO, NV
0069814; RYAN HAROLD GREENHALGH, PRESIDENT; RYAN HAROLD GREENHALGH, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 01/08/2010
UNABLE TO SUPPORT
695  **TITAN STAIRS & TRIM INC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0072304; ROBERT MICHAEL GABOUR, PRESIDENT; JASON ROBERT JOPLIN, TREASURER; DALE ALLAN KNIGHT, DIRECTOR; LANCE WALTER HURST, TRADE; MICHAEL WAYNE ROBERTSON, CMS; (C18-MASONRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/11/2009  
FINANCIAL REVIEW

696  **TOMASZ JANUSZ DZIADEK LAS VEGAS, NV**  
0072650; TOMASZ JANUSZ DZIADEK, OWNER; TOMASZ JANUSZ DZIADEK, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009  
FINANCIAL REVIEW

697  **TOP NOTCH ROOFING INC LAS VEGAS, NV**  
SHAYNE DANIEL LEWCZYK, PRESIDENT; SHAYNE DANIEL LEWCZYK; (C15A-ROOFING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING  
APPROVE: LIMIT: $125,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C15A ROOFING  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

698  **TRAVELING TOOLBOX RENO, NV**  
OUR HOLDINGS INC DBA; 0074300; DONALD TROY DECKER, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PAUL GURNEA, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD TROY DECKER, CMS/TRADE; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING  
LIMIT: $50,000   BOND: 5K   CLASS: C16A & C16D

699  **TRAVELING TOOLBOX RENO, NV**  
OUR HOLDINGS INC DBA; 0074299; DONALD TROY DECKER, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PAUL GURNEA, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT PAUL GURNEA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY  
LIMIT: $100,000   BOND: 10K   CLASS: C3

700  **TRENCHLESS CO OF NEVADA (THE) SACRAMENTO, CA**  
GREENBERG CLARK INC DBA; MAX MILNE GREENBERG, PRESIDENT; MAX MILNE GREENBERG; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 12/09/2009  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING  
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000; C-1D PLUMBING  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS  
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE DOCUMENTS AND FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE  
FINANCIAL REVIEW
JANUARY 28, 2010

701 TREX COOLING TOWER INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0056753; CAROL VIVIAN BURGESS, PRESIDENT; REX A VANWAGONER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BRANT LEE MALOLO, OTHER; REX A VANWAGONER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010
LIMIT: $ 400,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

702 TRI C CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC AKRON, OH
0058167; ANTHONY ALLAN PETRARCA, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; ANTHONY NICHOLAS PETRARCA, CMS; KENNIE DEAN HATFIELD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

703 TRI STATE INTERIORS INC NAMPA, ID
AARON JASON MELAD, VP/SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN VALONA JR, PRESIDENT; AARON JASON MELAD; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000  BOND: $15,000  B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

704 TRICOM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
0056502; WAYNE ALAN FISCHER, PRESIDENT; ETHER JOHNSON BARLOW, DIRECTOR; WAYNE ALAN FISCHER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2C-FIRE DETECTION , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

705 TRICOM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV
0056502; WAYNE ALAN FISCHER, PRESIDENT; ETHER JOHNSON BARLOW, DIRECTOR; WAYNE ALAN FISCHER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2C-FIRE DETECTION , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: TRICOM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
NAME CHANGE FROM: TRICOM COMMUNICATION SERVICES INC DBA RELIANCE COMMUNICATION SERVICE TO: TRICOM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

706 TRICOM FIRE PROTECTION LAS VEGAS, NV
TRICOM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; 0072698; WAYNE ALAN FISCHER, PRESIDENT; ETHER JOHNSON BARLOW, DIRECTOR; ETHER JOHNSON BARLOW, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#:</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
<th>Status and Approval Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>TRIPLE R CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>THOMAS RAY PERKS, MANAGER; DONI ALLEN MASH, MANAGER; DEBORAH MARIE JOLLEY-</td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PERKS, MEMBER; CHRISTINE E MASH, MEMBER; THOMAS RAY PERKS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp;</td>
<td>APPROVE LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000 B2 RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>TUCKER TILE RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>NICK ROBIN TUCKER DBA; 0069912; NICK ROBIN TUCKER, OWNER; NICK ROBIN TUCKER, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>TUNNEL ELECTRIC INC SHINGLE SPRINGS, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>0072626; CARRIE SUE MARTIN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ERIK ELSEWORTH MARTIN,</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SECRETARY; ERIK ELSEWORTH MARTIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);</td>
<td>LOWER LIMIT: $10,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $2,000 BOND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>TUNNEL ELECTRIC INC SHINGLE SPRINGS, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>0072626; CARRIE SUE MARTIN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ERIK ELSEWORTH MARTIN,</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SECRETARY; ERIK ELSEWORTH MARTIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>U S A ENVIRONMENT LP HOUSTON, TX</td>
<td></td>
<td>0067128; USA ENVIRONMENT GP INC, GENERAL PARTNER; USA ENVIRONMENT HOLDINGS INC,</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LIMITED PARTNER; BRET PARDUE, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL GILL NALEPA, VICE PRESIDENT;</td>
<td>LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSELL GRAY HERRSCHER, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID ELMER WHITAKER, CHIEF FINANCIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OFFICER; DALE WILBER EVANS, TRADE; JASON ERIC KETTLER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td>UNFORGETTABLE COATINGS INC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0070246; CORY SMITH SUMMERHAYS, PRESIDENT; CORY SMITH SUMMERHAYS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT</td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 12/01/2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JANUARY 28, 2010
713 UNITED SS FABRICATORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
MARISOL LOPEZ, PRESIDENT; MONICA CUELLAR, DIRECTOR; MARISOL LOPEZ, CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $150,000 BOND: $10,000; C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

714 UNITED SUBCONTRACTORS INC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0049387; TIMOTHY JERREL GALLAGHER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ANDREW CHARLES VANDER VEUR, TRADE; MICHAEL TIMOTHY KING, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
OFFICER CHANGE

715 UNITED SUBCONTRACTORS INC EDINA, MN
0069791; TIMOTHY JERREL GALLAGHER, SECRETARY; MICHAEL TIMOTHY KING, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

716 UNIVERSAL PLASTICS SACRAMENTO, CA
0006651; MARVIN ROBERT TULLGREN, OWNER; MARVIN ROBERT TULLGREN, CMS/TRADE; (C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #6651 EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

717 UNIVERSAL PLASTICS SACRAMENTO, CA
MARVIN R TULLGREN INC DBA; MARVIN ROBERT TULLGREN, PRESIDENT; STEVEN ALAN TULLGREN, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM KENT RALPHS, VICE PRESIDENT; MARY ELAINE TULLGREN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MARVIN ROBERT TULLGREN, CMS/TRADE; (C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C20A-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD
LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C20A CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF NEVADA SECRETARY OF STATE CERTIFICATE AND FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE; LICENSE TO BE ISSUED AS #06651A

718 US WINDOW AND DOOR CONSTRUCTION CO INC QUINCY, MA
JOHN CORNELIUS KELLY, PRESIDENT; DONALD F ONEILLA, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES ONEILL, VICE PRESIDENT; DENNIS A DEGRAZIA, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID JOHN HEBERT; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/17/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW
V C I CONSTRUCTION UPLAND, CA
V C I TELCOM INC DBA; JOHN ANTHONY XANTHOS, PRESIDENT; GEORGE VICKERS MAROVISH, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBIN HOWARD OPDYKE, VICE PRESIDENT; NICHOLAS M GRINDSTAFF, TREASURER; VINCENT ANTHONY MERCALDI, SECRETARY; DERRICK JENSEN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN ANTHONY XANTHOS, CMS/TRADE; (A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER , A22-UNCLASSIFIED); IS DESIGNATED FOR COMMUNICATION TOWERS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER , A22-UNCLASSIFIED IS DESIGNATED FOR COMMUNICATION TOWERS ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000
A19A-PIPELINE AND CONDUITS FOR WATER
A22-UNCLASSIFIED-IS DESIGNATED FOR COMMUNICATION TOWERS ONLY CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

VALLE VERDE LANDSCAPE AND MAINTENANCE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
JEFFREY DAVID BRADSHAW, MANAGER; JEFFREY DAVID BRADSHAW, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/04/2010
DENY: NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

VEGAS ACOUSTICS LAS VEGAS, NV
0068328; STEVEN RICHARD BARNETT, PARTNER; RICHARD JOSEPH BERNARD, PARTNER; VENANCIO JAQUEZ, PARTNER; STEVEN RICHARD BARNETT, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/10/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

VEGAS VALLEY LOCKING SYSTEM INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0051223; BRUCE DEAN GWIN, PRESIDENT; BRUCE DEAN GWIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
LIMIT: $300,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

VELOCITY CONSTRUCTION INC CEDAR CITY, UT
JAMES TERRY PALMER, PRESIDENT; SPENCER LORIN JONES, PRESIDENT; SPENCER LORIN JONES; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2010
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $4,900,000 BOND: $50,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

VICO CONSTRUCTION WELLS, NV
VINCENT LEE SHAMBLIN DBA; 0070530; VINCENT LEE SHAMBLIN, OWNER; VINCENT LEE SHAMBLIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JANUARY 28, 2010

725 VISION SECURITY LLC OREM, UT
0068323; ROBERT DEE HARRIS, MEMBER; THOMAS TANNER MERTZ, CMS/TRADE - 12/16/2009; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 12/16/2009
MATTHEW I. THOMAS, QE/CMS/TRADE
C2D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

726 VISION SECURITY LLC OREM, UT
0068323; ROBERT DEE HARRIS, MEMBER; THOMAS TANNER MERTZ, CMS/TRADE - 12/16/2009; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/anager
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE/RENEWAL

727 VISION SECURITY LLC OREM, UT
0068323; ROBERT DEE HARRIS, MEMBER; THOMAS TANNER MERTZ, CMS/TRADE - 12/16/2009; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2010
F/S REVIEW

728 VISION SECURITY LLC OREM, UT
0068323; ROBERT DEE HARRIS, MEMBER; THOMAS TANNER MERTZ, CMS/TRADE - 12/16/2009; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVED: 12/18/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR VISION SECURITY GROUP INC, EFFECTIVE 03/18/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/23/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

729 VISION SIGN INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0042776; ROBERT WESLEY FAILING, PRESIDENT; KURT KARL TESHIMA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JEFFREY SCOTT QUINTANA, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY SCOTT QUINTANA, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
OFFICER CHANGE

730 VISTA CONSTRUCTION LLC EUGENE, OR
0070050; JEFF THOMAS PARKER, MANAGING MEMBER; CHARLES THOMAS MCGLADE, MANAGING MEMBER; DENNIS ALAN GARBODEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JEFF THOMAS PARKER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/02/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

731 W K CONSTRUCTION OF NEVADA LLC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0072678; GARY WESLEY WAGNER, MANAGER; CASEY DALTON CANNON, MANAGER; MANUEL GARCIA JR, CMS/TRADE - 12/04/2009; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL MARCH 4, 2010
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>License No.</th>
<th>Owner(s)</th>
<th>Trade(s)</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Officer/Manager Change</th>
<th>Financial Review</th>
<th>New Application</th>
<th>Inactive Status</th>
<th>Financial Statement Review</th>
<th>Reconsideration</th>
<th>Inactive Status Date</th>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Limit</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
JANUARY 28, 2010

740 WATERS PLUMBING INC SPARKS, NV
0049420; BARRY GEORGE WATERS, PRESIDENT; JANETH LOUISE WATERS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BARRY GEORGE WATERS, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/30/2009
APPROVED: WATERS PLUMBING INC
NAME CHANGE FROM: WATERS PLUMBING INC DBA MR ROOTER OF LYON CO TO: WATERS PLUMBING INC

741 WEST COAST ARBORISTS INC ANAHEIM, CA
PATRICK OMALLEY MAHONEY, PRESIDENT; ROSE MARIE EPPERSON, TREASURER; RICHARD ROBERT MAHONEY, SECRETARY; ANDREW RAMSAY TROTTER, DIRECTOR; PATRICK OMALLEY MAHONEY; ANDREW RAMSAY TROTTER; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/21/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVED: LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: $30,000
C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

742 WESTCOR FRAMING LAS VEGAS, NV
WESTCOR CONSTRUCTION DBA; 0029376; MICHAEL A CORONADO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ANDREW CORONADO, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVED: WESTCOR FRAMING
NAME CHANGE FROM: WESTCOR CONSTRUCTION TO: WESTCOR CONSTRUCTION DBA WESTCOR FRAMING

743 WESTERN PAVERS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0055053; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, MANAGER; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO INSTALLATION OF BRICK PAVERS ONLY; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/08/2010
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #55053

744 WESTERN STATES ROOF SYSTEMS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070139; JO ANN REEVES, PRESIDENT; PRESTON WAYNE REEVES, SECRETARY/TREASURER; SHAWN GREGORY REEVES, DIRECTOR; RICHARD WAYNE REEVES, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/04/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW

745 WESTERN U S CONTRACTORS LLC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0053963; LOUIS VINCENT CARNESALE, MANAGER; JOHN LAWRENCE CARNESALE, MEMBER; JOHN LAWRENCE CARNESALE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #53963
JANUARY 28, 2010

746 WESTWOOD MECHANICAL LAS VEGAS, NV
TRADEWINDS BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; 0071883; JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, PRESIDENT; JOHN MALCOLM MARTIN, TREASURER; PAMELA JO VILKIN, SECRETARY; JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

747 WESTWOOD MECHANICAL LAS VEGAS, NV
TRADEWINDS BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; 0056622; JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY DAVID VILKIN, CMS; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

748 WILL LIGGETT CONSTRUCTION MINDEN, NV
0059803; WILLIAM THOMAS LIGGETT, OWNER; WILLIAM THOMAS LIGGETT, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 12/29/2009
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

749 WILLIAM JAMES BOLICH SAN MARCOS, CA
0074347; WILLIAM JAMES BOLICH, OWNER; WILLIAM JAMES BOLICH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $300,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

750 WILLIAMS HEATING & COOLING INC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0071263; DWAYNE WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; SHAQUINTA WILLIAMS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DWAYNE WILLIAMS, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2010
FINANCIAL REVIEW

751 WILLMENG CONSTRUCTION INC MESA, AZ
JAMES PAUL MURPHY, PRESIDENT; ISAM OSMAN GHANDOUR, VICE PRESIDENT; ISAM OSMAN GHANDOUR; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/18/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $4,100,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: B2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

752 WINSAFE CORP MARKHAM, ON
0067554; HENRY VANDELINDE, PRESIDENT; JAMES PATRICK WHOLEY, TRADE; DEAN HENDRIK VANDELINDE, CMS; RICHARD STEPHEN MCKINLAY, CMS; (C24-ERECTING SCAFFOLDS & BLEACHERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 12/28/2009
OFFICER CHANGE
JANUARY 28, 2010

753  WOLVERINE NORTH AMERICA INC GRAND RAPIDS, MI
0074375; RICHARD HENRY VANDERZYDEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; MICHAEL GERARD KELLY, SECRETARY; TIMOTHY PAUL GABRIELSE, TREASURER; MICHAEL JOSEPH HOUSEMAN, PRESIDENT; DANIEL ROBERT SABAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/08/2009
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION DOCUMENTS

754  WOOD RIDGE CONSTRUCTION INCLINE VILLAGE, NV
0068914; ERIK RICHARD HIRSCHBEK, OWNER; ERIK RICHARD HIRSCHBEK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/31/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

755  WOODLAND SHOWER DOOR INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0064391; PAMELA D WOOD, PRESIDENT; JACQUELINE LUCCHESI WOODMANSEE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BILL DEE LANDRUM, OTHER; BILL DEE LANDRUM, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 12/23/2009
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #64391

756  YOUR FLOORS N MORE LAS VEGAS, NV
BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE DBA; 0069545; BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE, OWNER; BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

757  YOUR FLOORS N MORE LAS VEGAS, NV
BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE DBA; 0069544; BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE, OWNER; BRIAN MICHAEL MCCAMBRIDGE, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/03/2009
FINANCIAL REVIEW

758  ZEPHYR COMPANIES INC INCLINE VILLAGE, NV
0053612; SCOTT DAVID FREIDUS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; SCOTT DAVID FREIDUS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 12/14/2009
APPROVED: 12/10/2009
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS STEVEN & VASSILIKI CRUZ, EFFECTIVE 03/10/10. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 01/14/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

759  ZS LAWN & LANDSCAPE S LAKE TAHOE, CA
RYAN DEAN ZEBO DBA; 0071202; RYAN DEAN ZEBO, OWNER; RYAN DEAN ZEBO, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 12/15/2009
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW